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	Section A: answer one question.
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In your answers you are expected to:

• argue in an organized way using clear, precise language, which is appropriate to philosophy
• demonstrate knowledge and understanding of appropriate philosophical issues
• analyse, develop and critically evaluate relevant ideas and arguments
• present appropriate examples providing support for your overall argument
• identify and analyse counter-arguments
• provide relevant supporting material, illustrations and/or examples
• offer a clear and philosophically relevant personal response to the examination question.

Section A

Answer one question from this section.  Each question in this section is worth [30 marks].

Core theme: What is a human being?

1. Read the following passage and develop your response as indicated below.

‘”Animal” is a negative term, but only because man has been made inappropriately privileged.   
It has been argued that whereas the traditional view supports Hamlet’s exclamation, “How like 
a god,” Pavlov emphasizes “How like a dog.”  But is that a step too far?  A god is the archetypal 
pattern of an explanatory fiction, of a miracle-working mind, of the metaphysical.  Man is much 
more than a dog, but like a dog he is within the range of scientific analysis.

[Source: adapted from B F Skinner, Beyond Freedom and Dignity (1971), pages 200–201]

 Write a response (of approximately 800 words) in which you:

• identify a central philosophical concept or philosophical issue in this passage that addresses the  
 question, “what is a human being?”
• investigate two different philosophical approaches to the philosophical concept or philosophical  
 issue you identified
• explain and evaluate the philosophical concept or philosophical issue you identified.
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Turn over

2. Look at the following picture and develop your response as indicated below.

 Write a response (of approximately 800 words) in which you:

• identify a central philosophical concept or philosophical issue in this picture that addresses the   
 question, “what is a human being?”
• investigate two different philosophical approaches to the philosophical concept or philosophical  
 issue you identified
• explain and evaluate the philosophical concept or philosophical issue you identified.

Please go to this link: 
http://www.notdesking.co.uk/unhappy-youre-a-commuter/
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Section B

Answer one question from this section.  Each question in this section is worth [30 marks].

Optional Theme 1: Grounds of epistemology

3. Evaluate the claim that certainty of the truth of a proposition should be proportionately dependent 
on the strength of the evidence it presents.

4. Explain and discuss the view that reason plays a dominant role in our attempt to gain knowledge.

Optional Theme 2: Theories and problems of ethics

5. Evaluate the claim that for utilitarianism the purpose of ethics is the increase of happiness.

6. Evaluate the claim that moral judgments are simply expressions of positive or negative feelings.

Optional Theme 3: Philosophy of religion

7. “Matters of religion are like matters of sexual preference: they are not discussed in public, and 
even the abstract questions are discussed only by bores.”  Discuss and evaluate this claim with 
reference to social conformity and personal religious commitment.

8. With reference to one or more of the philosophies of religion you have studied, evaluate the issue 
of relativism and its role within religion.

Optional Theme 4: Philosophy of art 

9. “When I see a tiger in a picture, I do not feel moved to run away; and the painted clouds in a Monet 
do not prompt me to check whether I have my umbrella with me.  Art is about seeing for the sake 
of seeing, and realizing to the full the potential freedom of the see-er.”  Evaluate this view of the 
process of art.

10. Evaluate the extent to which the intellect should be involved in an appreciation of an artist’s work.
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Optional Theme 5: Political philosophy

11. “An earthquake achieves what the law promises but does not in practice maintain: the equality of 
all men.”  Evaluate the idea that all humans should be equal before the law.

12. Explain and discuss what makes government legitimate.

Optional Theme 6: Non-Western traditions and perspectives

13. With reference to one or more of the non-Western traditions you have studied, evaluate the 
distinction between, and meaning of, living beings and non-living objects.

14. With reference to one or more of the non-Western traditions you have studied, evaluate the 
possible political and economic relations with other cultures and societies, especially considering 
liberty, equality and civil rights.

Optional Theme 7: Contemporary social issues

15. Evaluate the claim that stratification (the ranking of different groups dependent on status) of a 
society is both inevitable and desirable.

16. Evaluate the claim that the government of a state has a duty to grant equality to all members of its 
community.

Optional Theme 8: People, nations and cultures

17. Evaluate the view that a nation can be defined as “a daily referendum dependent on the will of its 
people to continue living together”.

18. Evaluate the grounds on which a member of one culture might claim to be able to judge the 
practices of another.
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In your answer you are expected to:

• argue in an organized way using clear, precise language, which is appropriate to philosophy, and   
	 demonstrate	an	understanding	of	the	author’s	specific	terminology
• show	an	understanding	of	the	specific	demands	of	the	question
• give references to the ideas and arguments presented in the text
• present appropriate examples providing support for your overall argument
• identify and analyse counter-arguments
• provide relevant supporting material, illustrations and/or examples
• develop a critical evaluation of the ideas and arguments of the text
• offer a clear and philosophically relevant personal response to the position expressed by the   
 author.

Answer one question.  Each question is worth [30 marks].

Bhagavad Gita

1. Explain and discuss the different meanings of dharma and its relation to heroism and war.

2. Evaluate the meaning of yoga and its different types and functions.

Confucius: The Analects

3.	 Evaluate	the	extent	to	which	the	emphasis	on	moral	refinement	as	the	primary	purpose	of	
education presents a conservative picture of education in The Analects.

4. Evaluate the use of familial relations as an essential part of encouraging good rapports in society.

Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching

5. “The Taoist sage exercises non-intrusive or non-interfering action in the government of the empire.”  
Discuss and evaluate.

6. Evaluate the claim that the concept of the Tao might be interpreted both in a metaphysical and in 
an ethical sense.

Plato: The Republic, Books IV–IX

7. Evaluate the claim that one must look upon everyone he or she meets as a brother or sister,  
father or mother, son or daughter, or one of the children or parents of these.

8. Explain and discuss the nature of dialectic.
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René Descartes: Meditations

9. Explain and discuss Descartes’s claim that intellection (conception) is the essential feature  
of thought.

10. Explain and discuss Descartes’s claim that “natural light” guarantees the transparent clarity of 
cognition and is the ultimate ground for truth.

John Locke: Second Treatise on Government

11. Explain and discuss Locke’s concept of property.

12. “In his Second Treatise Locke wants to show that there can be a legitimate state: one that is 
consistent with its citizens’ natural rights.”  Discuss and evaluate. 

John Stuart Mill: On Liberty

13. Evaluate Mill’s view that the objective of humans ought to be seen as the cultivation of individuality, 
that is, the highest and most harmonious development of human powers to a complete and 
consistent whole.

14. Explain and discuss Mill’s view on the liberty of thought and discussion.

Friedrich Nietzsche: The Genealogy of Morals

15. Evaluate Nietzsche’s claim that a man of action is closer to justice than a reactive man. 

16. Evaluate Nietzsche’s claim that slave morality begins when ressentiment itself becomes creative 
and gives birth to values.

Bertrand Russell: The Problems of Philosophy

17.	 Evaluate	Russell’s	treatment	of	the	problem	with	going	beyond	specific	personal	experience,	or	
memory of experience, to knowledge of things that have never been personally experienced.

18. Explain and discuss the distinction that Russell makes between knowledge by acquaintance and 
knowledge by description.
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Hannah Arendt: The Human Condition

19. Explain and discuss how freedom and plurality are central features of Arendt’s idea of action.

20. Evaluate Arendt’s claim that the modern age is a world of alienation.

Simone de Beauvoir: The Ethics of Ambiguity

21. Evaluate de Beauvoir’s distinction between ontological freedom and moral freedom.

22. Evaluate de Beauvoir’s understanding of ambiguity. 

Charles Taylor: The Ethics of Authenticity

23. Evaluate Taylor’s claim that modernity has three malaises.

24. Evaluate Taylor’s motto “la lotta continua” (“the ongoing struggle”) and the concept of 
responsibilization.
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How to use the Diploma Philosophy markscheme 
 
The assessment criteria constitute the formal tool for marking examination scripts, and in these 
assessment criteria examiners can see the skills being assessed in the examinations.  The 
markschemes are designed to assist examiners in possible routes taken by candidates in terms of the 
content of their answers when demonstrating their skills of doing philosophy through their responses.  
The points listed are not compulsory points, and not necessarily the best possible points.  They are a 
framework to help examiners contextualize the requirements of the question, and to facilitate the 
application of marks according to the criteria listed on pages 5–7. 
 
It is important that examiners understand that the main idea of the course is to promote doing 
philosophy, and this involves activity and engagement throughout a two-year programme, as opposed to 
emphasizing the chance to display knowledge in a terminal set of examination papers.  Even in the 
examinations, responses should not be assessed on how much candidates know as much as how they 
are able to use their knowledge in support of an argument, using the skills listed in the assessment 
criteria published in the subject guide, reflecting an engagement in philosophical activity throughout the 
course.  As a tool intended to help examiners in assessing scripts, the following points should be kept in 
mind when using a markscheme as an examiner: 
 
• The IB Philosophy programme is designed to encourage the skills of doing philosophy in the students.  

These skills can be accessed through reading the assessment criteria in the subject guide 
• The markscheme does not intend to outline a model/correct/good answer 
• The markscheme has an introductory paragraph which contextualizes the emphasis of the question 

being asked 
• The bullet points below the paragraph are suggested possible points of development that should not 

be considered a prescriptive list where necessarily all (or even some) should appear in the answer 
• The names of philosophers and references to their work associated with the question help to give a 

context for the examiners and do not reflect a requirement that such philosophers and references 
should appear in an answer: they are possible lines of development with the emphasis being on how 
the material is used in support of the candidate’s answer and not whether it appears in the answer 

• Candidates can legitimately select from a wide range of ideas, arguments and concepts in service of 
the question they are answering, and it is possible that candidates will use material effectively that is 
not mentioned in the markscheme 

• In markschemes for paper 2 there is a greater requirement for specific content as the paper requires 
the study of a text by the candidates and the questions set will derive from that text.  The 
markscheme will show what is central in a text to an expected response by the candidate and 
examiners can use the markscheme to be aware of centrally relevant material. 
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A reminder of candidate requirements for paper 2: 
 
Examiners are reminded that in the examination paper it states that candidates are expected to 
demonstrate the following skills.  Since these skills are encouraged within the assessment criteria, 
examiners should take them into account in their marking:  
 
• Argue in an organized way using clear, precise language, which is appropriate to philosophy, and 

demonstrate an understanding of the author’s specific terminology 
• Show an understanding of the specific demands of the question 
• Give references to the ideas and arguments presented in the text 
• Present appropriate examples providing support for their overall argument 
• Identify and analyse counter-arguments 
• Provide relevant supporting material, illustrations and/or examples 
• Develop a critical evaluation of the ideas and arguments of the text 
• Offer a clear and philosophically relevant personal response to the position expressed by the author. 
 
Candidates at both higher level and standard level answer one question. 
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Paper 2 assessment criteria 
 
A Expression 
 

• Has the candidate presented ideas in an organized way? 
• How clear and precise is the language used by the candidate? 
• To what extent is the language appropriate to philosophy? 
• To what extent has the candidate understood the author’s use of specific terminology? 

 
Achievement 
Level 

Descriptor 

0 The candidate has not reached level 1. 
1 The candidate expresses some basic ideas but it is not clear what the answer is 

trying to convey.  The use of language is not appropriate to philosophy. 
2 The candidate presents some ideas in an organized way.  There is some clarity 

of expression but the answer cannot always be followed.  The use of language is 
not always appropriate to philosophy.  The candidate shows some 
understanding of the author’s use of specific terminology but only in a limited 
way. 

3 The candidate presents ideas in an organized way and the answer can be easily 
followed.  The use of language is appropriate to philosophy and the author’s use 
of specific terminology is satisfactorily understood. 

4 The candidate presents ideas in an organized and coherent way and insights are 
clearly articulated.  The use of language is effective and appropriate to 
philosophy.  The candidate shows a clear understanding and use of the author’s 
specific terminology. 

5 The candidate presents ideas in an organized, coherent and incisive way, 
insights are clearly articulated and the answer is focused and sustained.  The 
use of language is precise and appropriate to philosophy.  The candidate shows 
an assured understanding and use of the author’s specific terminology. 

 
 
B Knowledge and understanding of the text 

 
• How well does the candidate know the text? 
• To what extent has the candidate understood the author’s ideas, arguments and key concepts? 
 
Achievement 
Level 

Descriptor 

0 The candidate has not reached level 1. 
1 The candidate demonstrates a superficial knowledge of the text and there is only 

a basic understanding of the author’s ideas, arguments and key concepts. 
2 The candidate demonstrates some knowledge of the text, with a limited 

understanding of the author’s ideas, arguments and key concepts. 
3 The candidate demonstrates satisfactory knowledge of the text and the author’s 

ideas, arguments and key concepts are satisfactorily understood.  There is some 
insight into the author’s arguments. 

4 The candidate demonstrates a good knowledge of the text and the author’s 
ideas, arguments and key concepts are clearly understood.  The candidate is 
able to show an understanding of some of the more difficult or subtle points of 
the author’s arguments. 

5 The candidate demonstrates that the text has been thoroughly and carefully 
read.  The candidate shows an in-depth understanding of the author’s 
arguments, with a close attention to detail. 
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C Identification and analysis of relevant material 
 
• How well has the candidate understood the specific demands of the question? 
• To what extent does the candidate identify and analyse relevant supporting material? 
• How effectively does the candidate analyse the supporting material, examples and counter-

arguments? 
 
Achievemen
t Level 

Descriptor 

0 The candidate has not reached level 1. 
1–2 The candidate shows little understanding of the specific demands of the question 

and identifies relevant supporting material in only a limited way.  There is little 
analysis and few or no examples are given. 

3–4 The candidate shows some understanding of the specific demands of the 
question and identifies and analyses some relevant supporting material.  Some 
appropriate examples are used. 

5–6 The candidate shows a satisfactory understanding of the specific demands of 
the question and identifies supporting material that is nearly always relevant.  
There is a satisfactory analysis of this material.  Examples are appropriate and 
give some support to the argument. 

7–8 The candidate shows an effective understanding of the specific demands of the 
question and identifies relevant supporting material that is analysed in a sound 
and thoughtful way.  Examples are appropriate in their support of the overall 
argument. Some counter-arguments are identified. 

9–10 The candidate shows an in-depth understanding of the specific demands of the 
question and identifies supporting material that is always relevant.  The 
implications of this material are analysed in detail.  Examples are well chosen 
and compelling in their support of the overall argument.  Counter-arguments are 
identified and analysed in a convincing way. 
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D Development and evaluation 
 
• Does the candidate develop the argument in a coherent way? 
• How well does the candidate develop and evaluate the ideas and arguments of the text? 
• To what extent does the candidate express a relevant personal response? 
 
Achievement 
Level 

Descriptor 

0 The candidate has not reached level 1. 
1–2 The candidate develops ideas and arguments in a basic way and there is little 

or no evaluation of the text. 
3–4 The candidate develops some ideas and arguments but the development is 

simple, or is asserted without reference to the text.  There may be some basic 
evaluation of the ideas and arguments of the text but it is not developed. 

5–6 The candidate develops ideas and arguments in a satisfactory way and 
evaluates them to some extent.  A limited critique of the ideas and arguments of 
the text is offered.  There is some evidence of a relevant personal response. 

7–8 The candidate develops ideas and arguments from a consistently held 
perspective, in close response to the ideas and arguments of the text.  
Evaluation is thoughtful and convincing and the candidate offers a critique of the 
text that goes beyond a statement of opinion or belief.  There is good evidence 
of a relevant personal response. 

9–10 The candidate develops ideas and arguments in an incisive and coherent way in 
detailed response to the text.  Evaluation is compelling or subtle, and 
convincing, and the candidate offers a critique of the text that shows strong 
evidence of a relevant personal response.  The candidate shows an ability to 
challenge the assumptions made by the author and explores different 
approaches to the text. 
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Bhagavad Gita 
 
1. Explain and discuss the different meanings of dharma and its relation to heroism and war. 
 

This question focuses on a central concept of the Bhagavad Gita, which gives the opportunity to 
analyse other connected concepts, such as heroism, war, and the warrior.  The question invites an 
explanation of the different meanings of the concept of dharma and its several uses in the text.  
The question especially calls for a philosophical analysis of the moral consequences of the concept 
of dharma connected to the concept of duty and right.  Finally, the question gives an opportunity to 
investigate the properties and relationship between Arjuna and Krishna.  In addressing these 
philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Possible meanings of dharma include duty, responsibility, spiritual knowledge for understanding 

duty 
• Whether dharma is connected to war and struggle 
• The different external and internal interpretations of heroism and war 
• Whether duty is linked to personal or communal sacrifice 
• The relationship between dharma and heroism 
• The relationship between Arjuna and Krishna. 
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2. Evaluate the meaning of yoga and its different types and functions. 
 

This question seeks an evaluation of the concept of yoga, which is expressed in different ways, 
showing that it has different meanings and is referred to in different parts of the Bhagavad Gita.  
Therefore, the question invites the explanation of the concept and the evaluation of the difference 
and meanings of the different types of yoga.  Moreover, the references to the role of action, the 
presence of God, and the meaning of wisdom are important key points.  The analysis might also 
refer to the concept of liberation (moksa), which yoga refers to as the consequent way to the union 
with ultimate reality.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• The meaning of yoga is expressed in different ways in the text, eg, “archetypal light fuelled by 

love”, “sacrifice that elevates and motivates”, “a journey that does not end with death” 
• The relationship between yoga and God 
• Whether yoga concerns wisdom and knowledge 
• The influence of yoga on individuals and communities 
• The connection between yoga and moksa (liberation). 
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Confucius: The Analects 
 
3. Evaluate the extent to which the emphasis on moral refinement as the primary purpose of 

education presents a conservative picture of education in The Analects. 
 

This question explores a central theme of The Analects and enables a consideration of the 
emphasis Confucius places on his account of education, and any contradictions of philosophical 
issues that arise from this.  One scholar has identified Confucius’s essential liberalism in his 
disdain for formal teaching while encouraging a love of learning for its own sake.  But is this a 
contradiction?  In placing such value on the imitation of wise practices conferred through learning 
tradition and proper ritual practice from the wise teacher, is Confucius actually encouraging an 
authoritarian view asking individuals to submit their independence to support the practices of  
the past?  Is the love of moderation that is encouraged in Chun Tzu (the gentleman) an  
anti-educational message?  Are practical wisdom and theoretical understanding incompatible?  
The reference to the past as the basis for learning does not strike the reader as a liberal 
educational message, and yet the example of Confucius and his emphasis on ethics and wisdom 
make learning and education central themes of the work.  In addressing these philosophical issues 
candidates might explore: 
• The role of the teacher and the role of the student; what makes the teacher and the student 

good at their roles? 
• The emphasis on integrity and character in the gentleman; does this make the acquisition of 

knowledge seem of secondary importance? 
• The importance of looking to the past in Confucius’s vision of learning 
• In his treatment of ren, Confucius refuses to offer the definitions his students seek, rather, he 

teaches instead by offering illustration and example 
• Conceptual wisdom versus practical wisdom 
• Does excellence in any particular activity militate against the vision of learning encouraged by 

Confucius? 
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4. Evaluate the use of familial relations as an essential part of encouraging good rapports in 
society. 

 
In The Analects there is a central theme that good familial relations, especially in the notion of filial 
piety, supply the framework for a virtuous society.  Not only is society generally improved when 
proper familial relations are established, but also government itself is positively affected.  Is the 
analogy, which moves from individual relations to relations between large numbers of people, a 
sound one?  The familial relations, which serve as an example, revolve around the respect for the 
father figure by sons, and these relations have a virtuous, almost religious, quality summed up in 
the phrase “filial piety”.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• The role of li and ren in encouraging virtuous character and in guaranteeing good relations in 

the family and society 
• Submitting to li involves living in proper relations with one’s family, suppressing the individual 

desires and needs in favour of living in the family unit and serving the needs of the group 
• Li governs relations in the small family unit while ren applies more widely in general society 
• Are there echoes of the primacy of respect for one’s elders in modern day societies?  Are there 

societies where there is an inverse of this teaching?  How do you judge in the modern age your 
preference for tradition or modernity? 

• The essential references seem to relate to father–son relations; can this be a barrier when 
applying the teaching of The Analects today? 

• What happens to gender relations in this scheme?  What about mother–daughter relations? 
• Does the teaching on familial relations encourage the establishment of differences between 

people based on age or relationship, as opposed to harmony and equality? 
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Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching 
 
5. “The Taoist sage exercises non-intrusive or non-interfering action in the government of the 

empire.”  Discuss and evaluate. 
 

The question asks for a discussion and evaluation of the way of government proposed by the 
Taoist sage, an evaluation of the conduct and ideals related to the sage, and an exploration of the 
political implications of the Tao Te Ching.  When a person who follows the Tao attains an 
administrative or advisory position in government, the Tao he possessed would inform the policies 
he promoted, and above all his leadership style.  Those whose wu wei may become one with the 
Tao would be the sages.  The sages (sheng ren) act naturally (wu wei) (chs 2, 63).  They are like 
newborn infants, who move without planning and reliance on the structures given to them by others 
(ch 15).  Sages empty themselves, becoming void of simulation.  Sages concentrate their internal 
energies (qi).  They live naturally and are free from desires given by men (ch 37).  They settle 
themselves and know how to be content (ch 46).  The Tao as the highest reality gave whoever 
possessed it the spiritual status of pattern for the world.  As a distinctive feature, the Tao Te Ching 
presents a profound union of spiritual and political interests, which might be illustrated by the 
image of the uncarved block.  It symbolizes the original state of man and represents the ruler.  The 
ruler must keep the people in a state like the uncarved block.  To keep the people free from their 
desires, the ruler must be aware of his own.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates 
might explore: 
• How the Tao Te Ching gives advice about how to rule, probably reflecting its origins in a group 

of shi (men aspiring to administrative or advisory positions in government) 
• What makes a great state is its being like a low-lying, downward-flowing stream; it becomes the 

centre to which tend all the small states under heaven.  This might be illustrated by the case of 
all females: the female always overcomes the male by her stillness (ch 61) 

• Those following the Tao do not strive, tamper, or seek control (ch 64).  The rulers should govern 
the state without resorting to action, ie, acting naturally.  The sages know the value of 
emptiness as illustrated by how emptiness is used in a bowl, door, window, valley or canyon  
(ch 11).  They preserve the female (yin), meaning that they know how to be receptive and are 
not unbalanced favouring assertion and action (yang) (ch 28).  They shoulder yin and embrace 
yang, blend internal energies (qi) and thereby attain harmony (he) (ch 42) 

• In which sense should we understand “doing nothing” as a way of ruling society?  The text 
states that in “doing nothing” one could “accomplish everything”.  Is this paradox a problem or 
an advantage? 

• The behaviour of the sage-ruler seems to involve contradictions.  He seems quite deliberately to 
create a utopia, which will turn the world back to the simplicity of the Tao, without preference, 
without rejection, and without deliberate choice.  However, political and moral action seems to 
imply a conscious project 

• Do the Taoist political views tend to make people politically passive, and so experience a life of 
intellectual and material poverty?  

• Comparison with other models of political leadership, eg, Machiavelli’s prince, or Plato’s 
philosopher king, political leadership in the present world. 
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6. Evaluate the claim that the concept of the Tao might be interpreted both in a metaphysical 
and in an ethical sense. 

 
The question asks for an evaluation of possible interpretations of the central notion of the Tao.  
The Tao, “path” or “way” is a complex concept, partly because of its use in both generic and 
specific terms and its applications in a wide range of domains including the religious, humanistic 
and naturalistic.  Since the metaphysical and ethical senses are not mutually exclusive each may 
be seen in light of the other in order to generate a broader understanding of the philosophy of the 
Tao Te Ching.  In a metaphysical sense the Tao has been identified by means of six dimensions 
(material reality, origin, principle, function, virtue and technique).  The Tao also means a system  
of moral truth, in a broad ethical sense.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates  
might explore: 
• The disorganized compilation of short pieces in the Tao Te Ching reflects the diversity in 

interpretations of the Tao concept.  It was applied to a range of different debates relating to 
mysticism, health and longevity, statecraft, government, metaphysics, epistemology and ethics 

• The Tao has been described as natural, eternal, spontaneous, nameless and indescribable.  
There are two Taos, one real (chang tao) and the other apparent, superficial or impermanent 
(the Tao that can be told).  The real Tao is beyond the reach of the ordinary – the Tao which 
can be told.  According to this interpretation, the Tao is the underlying reality that evades 
transmission and even comprehension; its ineffability also frustrates attempts to understand the 
concept 

• The Tao as the entirety of reality is greater than the sum of its individual parts (ch 14).  The 
relationships between the individual entities are also an important part of the Tao.  Individual 
entities inevitably act on and mutually influence others; the resulting whole is dynamic and 
ceaselessly transforming 

• The Tao as ultimate reality is at times characterized as the origin and source of all things; Tao is 
the mother (mu) and ancestor (zhong) of all (chs 52 and 4).  The biological–generative motif 
implies that Tao produces or evolves into manifold things, the “ten thousand things” (wan wu) 

• Ethical interpretations of the Tao refer to the notion of te, which is commonly, and blandly, 
translated as “morality”, “goodness”.  In its Taoist usage, te refers to the virtue of a thing (which 
is what it “gets” from the Tao) 

• Tao as a way of teaching is a doctrine and perhaps even a process or method of attaining moral 
insight as part of the limited understanding of reality itself 

• The concept of the Tao also involves responses to the ideas of other schools of thought.  It 
implies views on issues concerning social organization, government and ethics.  Taoist 
philosophy rejects the proposals of the other schools because they are far too intrusive and 
regimental; eg, it finds the Confucian values and methods problematic especially in their 
affirmation and pursuit of status, cultivation and moral authority.  Some modern Taoist 
philosophy proposes in their place a non-intrusive, wu wei approach. 
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Plato: The Republic, Books IV–IX 
 
7. Evaluate the claim that one must look upon everyone he or she meets as a brother or sister, 

father or mother, son or daughter, or one of the children or parents of these. 
 

This question invites an evaluation of Plato’s proposals about child rearing and the notion of the 
family in the ideal state.  Gender equality leads to the abolition of the normal notion of family and 
the establishment of communal child rearing.  There are hints here of selective breeding and 
extremes of exclusion of those not able to breed.  The breeding process is seen as sacred as is 
common in many other rural pre-industrial cultures.  The selection process is implied to be 
contrived and seems to be deceitful, which tends to be contrary to all other practices in  
The Republic.  The aim of such activity is to transform the social structure so as to create a unity 
within the state.  A feeling of collective sympathy comes about because of this engineered sense of 
community.  Commonality as opposed to diversity is valued.  The inevitable extension of “one big 
family” results also in common property ownership.  The end of separate families and private 
property is presented as viable and beneficial to the improvement of humans.  The beneficial 
aspects might be apparent in the strength of argument of common sympathy rather than common 
interest.  It is possible to argue that this whole description of a “new society” could be an analogy 
because it seems so extreme.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Should the pluralistic nature of society be valued? 
• Unity versus personal anonymity in the state 
• Would the binding together of a community in the way Plato suggests water down love? 
• The implications for the economic and social conditions of life for non-philosophers in the state 
• Whether the direction of all aspects of life in the state by philosopher rulers results in efficiencies 

and overall benefits to society 
• To what degree does Plato’s new model produce a more caring society?  An Aristotelian 

counter-position might be presented 
• If it was an analogy what are the possible interpretations of the analogy? 
• How far is this notion of communal existence akin to contemporary attempts at social 

engineering?  
• Is Plato’s approach to marriage realistic?  What values would it enhance or endanger? 
• Is Plato’s approach to the communal rearing of children a realistic or viable aim for the 

betterment of society? 
• The myth of the metals.  
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8. Explain and discuss the nature of dialectic. 
 

This question seeks an explanation and discussion of dialectic in the system of education that 
Plato proposes to be appropriate for a philosopher king.  It is the highest activity within an 
educational process that is quite abstract and mathematically orientated in the latter stages.   
The early stage of ethical education and physical training followed by differing types of 
mathematics might be described, but essentially the explanation should explore the nature of 
dialectic.  The issue of claiming to be concerned with eternal truths and being a cooperative and 
freely assenting activity needs to be investigated.  This is along with the claims that such a method 
and pursuit is superior to scientific inquiry.  Whether it also embodies ethical reasoning to offset 
utility as a function of knowledge could be discussed as well as the way in which the dialectic 
points the learner toward the Form of the Good.  The classic critiques for the valuelessness of pure 
reasoning as an activity might be balanced by a more reflective notion that knowledge pursuits 
tempered by ethical reasoning could benefit humans.  In addressing these philosophical issues 
candidates might explore: 
• How far can abstract argument be of value in a material-/production-orientated world?  
• Is the end pursuit of Plato’s education as idealistic as his state and ruler? 
• Might the dialectic be justified in the same way that esoteric academic pursuits are valued 

today; it being good for the mind/soul and an indicator of the nature of society itself 
• The role of opinion in Plato’s overall account of knowledge 
• Is dialectic a prerequisite for a philosopher king? 
• Dialectic and the Divided Line  
• Is dialectic a knowledge free of assumptions? 
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René Descartes: Meditations 
 
9. Explain and discuss Descartes’s claim that intellection (conception) is the essential feature 

of thought. 
 

This question invites a discussion of Descartes’s analysis of the essential properties of the mind 
(res cogitans).  It allows for an exploration of the development in Meditation 6 of a claim set out 
initially in Meditation 2 that the res cogitans is an intellectual (non-extended) substance.  Descartes 
asks whether various mental faculties and modes of thought are essential to one’s existence as a 
thinking thing.  He concludes that imagination and sense perception (or sensation), are not 
necessary for one’s existence as an intellectual substance but they cannot exist without an 
intellectual substance in which they must inhere.  Descartes further argues that all instances of 
intellection are understood as perceptions and that “sense perception” and imagination are 
instances of intellection only to the extent that they are considered to be included in the notion of 
perception and, hence, intellection.  Therefore, for Descartes, intellection, understood as 
perception, is the central feature of thought.  Descartes claims that one could conceive of oneself 
as a pure intellect contemplating the three objects of cognition of a disembodied mind: God, the 
mind itself, and the objects of geometry but without sense perceptions, sensations or appetites.  
Curiously, Descartes additionally identifies the will as a feature of the mind allowing him to divide 
all modes of thinking into either acts of intellect (perceptions) or of will (volitions).  This appears to 
contradict the original claim that intellection is the essential feature of thought.  However, 
Descartes sees understanding and volition as having a special “affinity and connection”, and that 
“the thing that understands and the thing that wills are one and the same in virtue of a unity of 
nature”, a unity of nature provided by the overarching notion of intellection as the essential feature 
of thought.  Descartes justifies this by claiming that an act of will requires an idea or object that 
results from operations of the intellect.  Thus, the will presupposes intellection in its conception and 
falls within the claim that intellection is the essential feature of thought.  In addressing these 
philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Descartes’s commitment to the role of reason in achieving clear and distinct knowledge 
• The nature of res cogitans (thinking substance) and res extensa (extended substance) along 

with their characteristics 
• The specific features of these two substances and their absolute independence of each other 
• The notion of intellection as the essential feature of thought 
• The cogito ergo sum argument as a pillar in Meditations 
• The roles of sense perception, imagination, appetites and will within the general feature of 

intellection 
• The arguments for the existence of a disembodied mind 
• The nature of the three objects of contemplation of a disembodied mind 
• The argument for the “affinity and connection” between understanding and will as activities of 

intellection 
• The status of innate ideas. 
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10. Explain and discuss Descartes’s claim that “natural light” guarantees the transparent 
clarity of cognition and is the ultimate ground for truth. 

 
This question invites a discussion of Descartes’s use of, and reliance upon, the notion of “natural 
light” (lumen naturale), an idea prevalent amongst many 16th and 17th century philosophers that 
referred to a faculty shared by all human beings in the pursuit of truth and knowledge.  The “natural 
light” was a faculty of the mind given by God himself.  Descartes argued that truths revealed by the 
“natural light” would be free from doubt and not open to denial.  In short, what was revealed by 
“natural light” was not open to doubt; what was revealed by nature of the senses was.  No other 
faculty of mind was equally trustworthy and therefore beliefs based on the natural light of reason 
cannot be shown to be false by any other faculty of the mind.  Hence, the “natural light” would 
serve Descartes well whenever he wished to introduce and legitimate core and foundational ideas 
into any of his arguments.  In particular, our “natural light” is the notion Descartes uses for our 
ability to arrive at all clear and distinct ideas and to assemble them into a larger set of clear and 
certain truths.  The “natural light” would be used by Descartes to underpin questions of the 
knowledge of God, knowledge about efficient causality, the existence of independent substances, 
and more general questions of truth and falsity, especially in Meditation 3.  The “natural light” 
served as a kind of indubitable inner illumination that would, if followed, reveal self-evident truths of 
reason.  For example, it was by “natural light” that we come to know clearly and distinctly that from 
the fact of doubting, one must exist.  Additionally, all other ideas attributable to my existence as  
res cogitans are known indubitably by “natural light” and would be impervious even in the face of 
the machinations of the evil genius.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might 
explore: 
• The reliance of Descartes on philosophical trends prevalent during his time 
• Descartes’s need to establish cognitional principles that would guarantee the truth of knowledge 

claims 
• The possibility of establishing any sort of criterion for the determination of absolute truth 
• The problem of circular argumentation: A principle of rational thought is used to justify the 

certainty of rational thought 
• “Natural light” is used to arrive at the knowledge of the existence of God who is believed to be 

the source of the “natural light” of reason 
• Descartes’s foundationalism rests upon the reliability of “natural light” 
• The imperviousness of “natural light” to the possibility of doubt 
• The reliance upon “natural light” in Meditations. 
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John Locke: Second Treatise on Government 
 
11. Explain and discuss Locke’s concept of property. 
 

The question asks for an explanation and discussion of Locke’s conception of property.  Locke 
conceives of a person’s natural rights as something that a person owns.  In his chapter on property 
he advances several arguments.  The argument deployed in II.34–45 states that a system of rights 
over material things must be such as to encourage useful labour, so that the necessities of life can 
be created from the natural resources God has provided for us.  Further he gives a general 
account of how natural rights are justified.  From this he can show that if there are any natural 
rights at all, there must be natural rights to individual private property.  The general justification of a 
natural law (and of a natural right) says: “The fundamental law of Nature being that all, as much as 
may be, should be preserved.” (II.183).  If it is sustained that a particular natural law holds (which 
in turn confers a certain natural right on certain persons), then the effect of this will be to further the 
end of the fundamental law of nature.  From here it is possible to establish particular natural laws 
and their corresponding natural rights.  Using this argument Locke can establish natural rights to 
property; for rights of control over material things crucially affect humankind’s prospects of 
preservation.  God has placed humankind in an environment from which we are able to draw our 
sustenance.  Thus we have to preserve ourselves under the fundamental law of nature, but only if 
we are prepared to labour on what God has provided for us.  Locke says that God gave the earth 
to humankind in common, so this equal right of all persons in the state of nature is unspecific.  As 
the basis of the right which individuates the owner of property from non-owners, Locke proposes 
whether someone has laboured on a thing in such a way as to make it more useful for human life: 
“that labour put a distinction between them and common” (II.28).  In addressing these philosophical 
issues candidates might explore: 
• Property relations in civil society should always be governed by certain general principles, they 

must be so arranged: a) as to provide good incentives for the industrious to labour and produce 
the things necessary for the sustaining of human life; b) as to allow for the able-bodied to make 
a livelihood out of their own industry; c) that those who are unable to support themselves have 
an appropriate claim against another person or persons who can support them 

• Those who are unable to work because of infirmity or age have a right to what is necessary for 
their preservation from the surplus of the producers.  The claims of the needy people give rise to 
a countervailing right against the ownership rights of producers, not merely to a moral claim  
for charity 

• The appropriate political institutions of the society will make the decisions concerning property.  
In governments the laws regulate the right of property, and the possession of land is determined 
by positive constitutions 

• Why not say that in the state of nature there would be no right, and that what would ensue 
would be a Hobbesian free-for-all? 

• The extent to which Locke shows satisfactorily how individuals can have a natural right to 
property in particular things 

• Locke restricts the right of alienation: owners are not the only people who can legitimately 
decide to whom ownership of what they own passes 

• Are property rights to be justified only by reference to operative social conventions or by 
reference to the requirements of political authority? 
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12. “In his Second Treatise Locke wants to show that there can be a legitimate state: one that is 
consistent with its citizens’ natural rights.”  Discuss and evaluate.  

 
The question asks for a discussion and evaluation regarding the legitimacy of the state and its 
political power.  It also asks for a discussion on the central goals of the Treatise following its central 
threads.  A leading argument develops the idea of natural rights based on the conception of the 
law of nature which might be characterized as follows: a) it is a law prescribing conduct which is 
independent of the positive laws of states, and of established social conventions or customs; b) the 
law of nature is the law of reason.  In acting in accordance with the law of nature people act in 
accordance with reason.  Further, we can know what the law of nature requires of us by making 
use of our reason; c) it is the law God requires us to act in accordance with; d) the law of nature is 
universal.  It applies to all persons at all times and in all places.  All persons ought to be treated in 
accordance with the law of nature.  All persons (who have reached the age of reason) ought to 
treat others in accordance with the law of nature. According to it the principles guiding the citizens’ 
natural rights might be formulated in the following way: a) the citizens of a state, no matter what 
differences might exist between them are equal in political standing (II.95); b) each citizen is equal 
to all the others in the individual rights each possesses; these rights also limit what the state may 
do to any of its citizens; c) government is instituted to ensure that the rights of all citizens are 
respected, and to promote the good of the citizens; d) the authority in a system of government, 
should be exercised in order to further the good of their fellow citizens; e) if the citizens no longer 
consent to how they are being governed and wish to be rid of their governors, the government 
ceases to have any moral right to be in power; the use of force by the people is morally justified as 
a last resort.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• The idea of social contract.  The constitution of civil society and political power.  It has its origin 

only from agreement, and the mutual consent of those who make up the community 
• The state is a device for ensuring that the law of nature in fact regulates people’s relationships 

with each other 
• Political power is that power, which every man having in the state of nature, has given up into 

the hands of the society, and thereby to the governors, whom the society had set over itself, 
with this express or tacit trust, that it shall be employed for their good and the preservation of 
their property 

• The end and measure of political power is the preservation of all society, that is, all humankind 
in general  

• The laws of states and the social conventions and customs of communities ought to be 
consistent with the law of nature.  However, the law of nature allows for possible variation in the 
positive laws of different countries, and for variations in social conventions and customs 

• Locke wished to develop a theory of legitimate political authority, which repudiated his 
contemporary reactionaries and authoritarians such as Hobbes.  He also stands in opposition to 
those anarchists who deny that a legitimate state is possible  

• An objection to Locke: if it is held that government rests on the consent of the governed to an 
original compact, then it does prove impossible to show that legitimate political authority exists.  
Locke is unable to establish legitimate political authority on the basis of consent.  
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John Stuart Mill: On Liberty 
 
13. Evaluate Mill’s view that the objective of humans ought to be seen as the cultivation of 

individuality, that is, the highest and most harmonious development of human powers to a 
complete and consistent whole. 

 
The question asks for an evaluation of Mill’s position regarding the importance of the cultivation of 
individuality.  Mill approves Wilhelm von Humboldt’s doctrine that the end of humans ought to be 
seen as the cultivation of individuality, in other words, that the highest and most harmonious 
development of human powers is to become a complete and consistent whole.  A wholly cultivated 
individuality is an ideal type of moral character, a character in which the many different sides of the 
individual’s true nature have the possibility to grow as much as possible in mutually compatible 
ways.  Mill insists on the intrinsic worth of individual spontaneity, which might develop over the 
majority, which is satisfied with the ways of humankind as they are at the given moment.  In this 
situation the majority cannot comprehend why the given ways should not be good enough for 
everybody; even more, spontaneity forms no part of the ideal of the majority of moral and social 
reformers.  This idea of the worth of the cultivation of the individual pervades almost all Mill’s ideas, 
and is reflected in different ways in them. In addressing these philosophical issues candidates 
might explore: 
• From the individual's viewpoint, his/her action should accord to his/her own inclination and 

judgment.  The same reasons, which show that opinion should be free, also prove that he or 
she should be allowed, without harassment, to carry his or her opinions into practice at his or 
her own cost.  While humankind is imperfect there should be different opinions; similarly there 
should be different experiments of living 

• Choosing spontaneously, in accordance with one’s own judgment and inclinations, is a 
constituent element of individuality and self-development.  It is desirable that in things which do 
not primarily concern others, individuality should assert itself 

• Absolute liberty ought to be guaranteed, by right, with respect to self-regarding acts which do 
not harm others.  Similar to the case of thought and discussion, such liberty of action is 
essential for the individual to acquire and sustain a lively appreciation of a many-sided truth, 
namely, that of his own nature or character.  The only way to gather this sort of warranted 
opinion about oneself, it seems, is to think, express, and act as one likes, short of injury to 
others 

• Mill’s Periclean ideal of self-development or individuality attempts consistently to combine 
Christian virtues with pagan self-assertion 

• The faculties of perception, judgment, feeling, mental activity and even moral preference, are 
exercised only in making a choice.  He who does anything because it is the custom makes no 
real choice 

• Diversity is more congenial than forced uniformity and prevents social stagnation and decline.  
Individuals with a passion for liberty indicate to the majority over time which of the uncustomary 
things are fit to be converted into customs 

• Development of individuality as a component of well-being and happiness. 
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14. Explain and discuss Mill’s view on the liberty of thought and discussion. 
 

The question asks for an explanation and discussion of Mill’s argument regarding the liberty of 
thought and discussion.  Mill thinks it convenient to reflect upon the liberties of thought and 
discussion, partly because most people in more economically developed countries already take for 
granted that these freedoms are rightful.  However, Mill considered them as being in danger.  A 
central point of the argument is that freedom of thought and discussion ought to be protected.  Mill 
insists that there ought to exist the fullest liberty of professing and discussing, as a matter of ethical 
conviction, any doctrine, however immoral it may be considered, except in the relatively few 
situations where such expression is a positive instigation to some mischievous act that is seriously 
harmful to others.  Complete liberty of thought and discussion is the only way fallible beings can 
hope to develop the capacities required to infer, and retain, a lively understanding of warranted 
beliefs.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Mill excludes some expressions from protection, so that his liberty principle does not pretend to 

grant absolute protection to all expression of thought 
• The prescription of absolute liberty for self-regarding expression is compatible with his claim that 

society has legitimate authority to control expression in the special cases 
• The peculiar evil of silencing an opinion which may possibly be true.  The silencers make an 

unwarranted assumption of their own infallibility: all silencing of discussion is an assumption of 
infallibility.  They not only deny the truth of the opinion for themselves; they also presume to 
know for certain that the opinion is false, thereby deciding the question for everyone else 

• Complete liberty of contradicting and disproving our opinion is the very condition which justifies 
us in assuming its truth for purposes of action; and on no other terms can a being with human 
faculties have any rational assurance of being right 

• Complete liberty is the very test of such truth as humans are capable of acquiring 
• Free and open discussion is essential so that fallible beings can rectify their mistakes: there 

must be discussion, to show how experience is to be interpreted 
• Mill urges us to recognize the necessity to the mental well-being of mankind (on which all their 

other well-being depends) of freedom of opinion and freedom of the expression of opinion 
• There is harm in silencing an opinion which may even be only partly true  
• The illustration provided by a freely competitive party system has the generally beneficial effect 

of keeping received political opinion within the limits of reason and sanity. 
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Friedrich Nietzsche: The Genealogy of Morals 
 
15. Evaluate Nietzsche’s claim that a man of action is closer to justice than a reactive man.  
 

This question asks for an evaluation of the man of action – the noble – and the reactive man –  
a member of the herd – to Nietzsche’s ideas on justice.  For Nietzsche the role of justice is to put 
revenge into the hands of the victim, according to a re-evaluation of values by slave morality.  It 
links to the concept of indebtedness; justice is the mechanism to seek the debt, which is owed by 
those who committed the offence.  Justice is seen as positive, an action of the strong.  The 
reactive man, the man with slave morality, is weak, imposes upon himself self-guilt and turns the 
other cheek and pursues a route of mercy.  The man of action is closer to justice as his reactions 
are immediate and do not consider longterm consequences.  The contrast between the slave 
morality and noble morality might be stressed to show that the strong man of action is arrogant and 
hence a society dominated by the slaves would impose rules that curb that arrogance.  Nietzsche’s 
notion of justice might assume that conflict is an effective way of society progressing.  In 
addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Is a desire for power related to wanting to dominate others? 
• Can strength/power be seen in ways that might portray the reactive man as stronger than the 

man of action? 
• If the man of action is dominant what is the place of compassion, friendship and sympathy in 

human relations? 
• What is the role of self-preservation in a moral society? 
• Whether might is right or wrong 
• Nietzsche’s methodology using an evolutionary historical view as the basis of his analysis 
• Nietzsche’s notion of ressentiment 
• Whether Nietzsche is concerned with theoretical analysis rather than normal social interaction 
• How does the notion of punishment dovetail with the question of justice? 
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16. Evaluate Nietzsche’s claim that slave morality begins when ressentiment itself becomes 
creative and gives birth to values. 

 
This question seeks an evaluation of the role that ressentiment has in the establishment of slave 
morality.  Ressentiment is the opposite of the “will to power” that drives the morality of the nobles.  
When ressentiment becomes creative it changes the meaning of “good” from that associated with 
the noble morality; good being strength, dominance and believing in the self, to the “good” of the 
slave morality where good is selflessness, weakness and humility.  The aim of ressentiment is to 
keep people passive and subservient.  Ressentiment is the means by which people are kept down, 
preventing self-affirming acts and aggression.  The classic image of slave morality and 
ressentiment in action is seen as Christianity; turning the other cheek rather than striking back.  
The claim might be challenged in that noble morality as much as slave morality exists in each 
individual and is not a quality of a particular group.  It is the balancing of ressentiment with the 
more aggressive, dominant forces in humans that both releases creativity and generates progress.  
It might be concluded that Nietzsche’s critique of Christianity and his historical interpretation of the 
development of morals as a whole is flawed.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates 
might explore: 
• Do differing and opposing drives exist in individuals? 
• Is Nietzsche’s historical and linguistic analysis sound?  
• Are the behaviours of humans more complex than Nietzsche recognizes? 
• The relationship between tradition, creativity and values 
• Ressentiment as a sickness 
• Ressentiment as the reactive mechanism of the slaves  
• Are morals by definition self-less? 
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Bertrand Russell: The Problems of Philosophy 
 
17. Evaluate Russell’s treatment of the problem with going beyond specific personal 

experience, or memory of experience, to knowledge of things that have never been 
personally experienced. 

 
This question raises the so-called problem of induction and is treated in Chapter 6 entitled,  
“On Induction”.  Russell’s account owes much to the work done earlier by Hume and deals with the 
range of our knowledge, and how we might extend it beyond our personal and immediate 
experiences.  Yet this process involves a logical difficulty and an issue with the justification and 
verification of this knowledge.  Russell looks for a general principle that enables one’s field of 
knowledge to extend beyond one’s immediate perception and experience and it is found in his 
observation that one sort of thing is the sign of the existence of some other thing.  Russell uses 
Hume’s example of the daily rising of the sun where continued experience leads a person to 
expect the same thing to happen in the future.  Based on what has always been the case in the 
past, we are led to believe it will act the same way in the future.  In favour of this leap into 
assumptions about the future, Russell encourages us to see how we can relate specific events like 
the motion of the sun to general laws of motion which we have observed and we have greater 
evidence to support the continuation of these general laws, than we do the specific events (like 
sunrises) which operate under the laws.  Russell challenges the rational justification of using past 
experience to provide knowledge of – or expectation about – the future.  Echoing Hume, Russell 
speaks of future expectations created through habit in a psychological process, which is devoid of 
rational justification for the content of the expectation/knowledge.  Russell uses the example of a 
chicken expecting a feed but having its neck wrung on one day instead.  Russell agrees with Hume 
in saying there is no logical proof available to accept knowledge of the future based on past 
experience.  Russell compares inductive knowledge with the certainty gained through deduction 
and sees that both often cause unhesitating acceptance by people, but there is a deep difference 
in the way of arguing as shown in his treatment of “…our Knowledge of General Principles”.  In the 
end, induction deals with empirical generalizations while deduction concentrates on a priori 
propositions.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• What induction is – moving from specific experience to housing general laws which in turn 

encourages knowledge of things not yet or currently experienced 
• Rational objections to induction 
• Habit forming as an explanation for claims to knowledge of things previously observed occurring 

in the future 
• The difference between a posteriori and a priori knowledge 
• Kant’s alternative view of the continuity of experience and the mental conditions necessary for 

having experience 
• How genuine are claims to a priori knowledge when vocabulary, mathematics, etc are learned 

initially through education or experience? 
• Russell agrees that nothing can be proved a priori and is in sympathy with empiricists on this – 

is this acceptable? 
• Russell also agrees that the role of “knowledge by description” is going beyond our personal 

experience to access knowledge of things outside experience. 
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18. Explain and discuss the distinction that Russell makes between knowledge by 
acquaintance and knowledge by description. 

 
This is a key issue in Russell’s account of knowledge of truths.  Russell’s so-called “knowledge of 
truths” is what is usually denoted as propositional knowledge.  At the end of Chapter 4 Russell 
asserts that knowledge in the end is rooted in knowledge by acquaintance.  Yet in Chapter 5 he 
raises a distinction between this knowledge and knowledge by description.  His account of 
knowledge by acquaintance starts in the context of discussing knowledge of things.  For Russell 
the character of knowledge by acquaintance is immediate and non-inferential.  We have 
acquaintance with sense-data which describe the appearance of matter through perception.   
So the direct knowledge we have is of sense-data not the object itself which produces sense-data.  
Knowledge of the object itself that causes the sense-data is knowledge by description.  Russell 
distinguishes between definite/particular and general knowledge by description. Russell introduces 
the concept of the logically proper name, which Russell sees as descriptions but in disguise.   
The real issue with knowledge by description turns on the issue of the problem of public knowledge 
when acquaintance is a private world of sense-data.  In addressing these philosophical issues 
candidates might explore: 
• How do we actually achieve knowledge by acquaintance?  Is Russell’s theory deficient in saying 

how sense-data itself is transmitted to our minds? 
• The existence of the objects that cause sense-data is not to be considered a truth as the object 

itself lies beyond perception and we cannot know the cause itself of the sense-data we perceive 
• We are acquainted with both sense-data in particular, and universals (which forms its own 

chapter at the end of the text) 
• The acquaintance with the contents of our minds is created through introspection which leads to 

self-consciousness but the proof that there is an “I” is only probable, as shown in Russell’s 
critique of Descartes’s Cogito 

• Logically proper names and their problems 
• The issue of the communication of knowledge between people 
• The difference between human and animal awareness 
• How can private sense-data experience of particulars be shared? 
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Hannah Arendt: The Human Condition 
 
19. Explain and discuss how freedom and plurality are central features of Arendt’s idea of 

action. 
 

This question seeks an explanation and discussion of the interplay of freedom and plurality in one 
aspect of the vita activa; action.  Action is the main feature of the political life of humans and is an 
aspect of the human condition that generates and needs pluralism.  It is the ability to be equal and 
yet at the same time to be distinctive.  Plurality helps construct our identity through immediate 
connection with our self and others.  This plurality is degraded in modern times with the increased 
desire to conform, the desire to be politically correct and to fit in rather than be authentic in 
behaviour.  Freedom is central as it is an activity that allows political power.  This freedom 
formulates deeds and ideas that flourish in a new and spontaneous way.  Freedom is grounded in 
natality; a new beginning, something new in the world, the unexpected.  Action with the 
components of plurality (variety, diversity and freedom, newness and spontaneity) creates the vital 
matrix of human relations, which is inspired by communication.  Out of the link of action to speech 
comes the potential for power; the ability to act in concert with the purpose of setting up new 
realities.  These new realities should be focused on the public realm of political and interpersonal 
communication.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Is it essential for humans to strive to build anew?  
• Does action really differentiate humans or is it work, having the ability to produce beyond the 

basic needs to survive? 
• How far have advances in the connectivity through the internet transformed freedom? 
• Is pluralism a desirable condition? 
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20. Evaluate Arendt’s claim that the modern age is a world of alienation. 
 

This question seeks an evaluation of the view that nature of the modern world is now such that 
humans have become alienated.  It is centred upon the idea that labour and work have become 
dominant in the vita activa over action.  Humans now gather together as a community of producers 
rather than communicators.  A group of people who desire more goods as opposed to desiring 
creative dialogue with each other.  The “political animal” (zoon politikon) has merely become the 
“animal” (zoon).  As a result of this transition there is alienation in the world.  The polis has been 
replaced by the market place.  The interaction of humans has become consumer driven; a desire 
for more rather than a desire merely to interact and exchange opinion and political positions.   
The public realm has been transformed into a place of labouring.  Our physical structures and 
objects are now designed to be used and decay and are no longer seen as vehicles to encourage 
political activities and culture.  The young and their seeking of the new might seem to prevent this 
alienation, but with consumerism and commercialisation, even in our education and upbringing, our 
willingness to act might be being eroded.  The will to come together and relate to each other is 
being lost.  There might also be mention of “earth alienation” reflective of the time of Arendt’s 
writing in the way humans sought to escape the physical earth and also to transform life and life 
expectancy so creating a lack of distinction between private and public realms.  The values of 
stability and lastingness along with plurality and togetherness are lost to productivity and a 
commitment to more is good.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Whether the blurring of private and public allows for the growth of equal rights and justice 
• Whether increasing consumerism can be seen as positive if it is linked to justice in terms of a 

fairer distribution of wealth 
• Does it naturally follow that dialogue and debate will improve the human condition?  If you are 

poor and suffering from malnutrition, labour and work might be your prime concern 
• Is the dominance of action a false notion of society?  As society becomes more egalitarian 

might not action decline naturally?  The rise of the individual might not be a bad aspect of 
human development.   
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Simone de Beauvoir: The Ethics of Ambiguity 
 
21. Evaluate de Beauvoir’s distinction between ontological freedom and moral freedom. 
 

This question asks for an evaluation of two central notions in the prescribed text: ontological and 
moral freedom.  De Beauvoir sensed a contradiction in Sartre’s system.  For Sartre, humans are 
inherently free and to be moral is to will oneself free.  However, since not every human acts 
morally, is it not contradictory to suggest that all humans are free?  In order to resolve this difficulty, 
de Beauvoir introduced two kinds of freedom: ontological freedom or the state of being free, and 
moral freedom or the response one chooses to make to one’s condition of ontological freedom.  
This notion of moral freedom is the foundation for de Beauvoir’s so-called ethics of ambiguity.   
De Beauvoir argued that willing oneself to be moral and willing oneself to be free are one and the 
same decision.  We cannot will ourselves to not be ontologically free.  However, we can choose 
not to will ourselves to be free in the sense of not choosing responsibility for our choices.  On these 
points, de Beauvoir approaches Sartre’s notion of “bad faith”.  We transcend our facticity by 
projecting ourselves into future possibilities through which we take on responsibility for our choices.  
Willing oneself to be free and responding to one’s condition of ontological freedom is, at the time, 
to will others to be free.  The world, the human condition and the others are all revealed in the act 
of freedom.  Using the images of the sub-man, the serious man, the nihilist, the adventurer, the 
passionate man, the critical thinker and the artist-writer, de Beauvoir distinguishes two different 
approaches to her notion of moral freedom.  The first approach is that of refusing to recognize the 
experience of freedom; the second approach is that of misunderstanding the meaning of freedom.  
Finally, de Beauvoir argues that acknowledging our freedom is a necessary requirement for ethical 
action.  Moral freedom binds us to others in bringing values into existence and projects into being.  
Political and material distractions can either alienate us from or cause us to engage our free 
response to our ontological freedom.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might 
explore: 
• The influence of Sartre’s existential themes on de Beauvoir’s notion of freedom  
• The relationship between being free and acting freely 
• The reasons for de Beauvoir’s distinction between ontological and moral freedom 
• The ambiguity of the condition of ontological freedom and moral freedom 
• The reasons why willing oneself to be a free being is at the same time the choice of willing 

others to be free 
• De Beauvoir’s notion of inauthenticity: refusing to recognize one’s condition of ontological 

freedom and misunderstanding the meaning of moral freedom 
• Ontological and moral freedom bind us to others in working out our projects and bringing values 

into existence 
• Gender issues. 
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22. Evaluate de Beauvoir’s understanding of ambiguity.  
 

This question asks for an evaluation of de Beauvoir’s understanding and use of the notion of 
ambiguity as a defining feature of the human condition.  Her philosophical position is built on the 
central existentialist claim that existence precedes essence.  For her, ambiguity characterizes our 
existence as a radical indeterminacy, which is not equivalent to a sense of absurdity, ambivalence 
or meaninglessness.  De Beauvoir sees ambiguity as a paradox.  The ambiguity of human 
existence arises out of the tension between the “facticity” of our existence, our “situation” in a 
present, which brings with it our past, and our future, which we create by our choices and is 
indeterminate.  On the one hand, ambiguity includes attachment to and joy with others.  On the 
other hand, every moment of our existence is ambiguous in that each moment brings us closer to 
death, but every moment towards death is life.  Ambiguity makes us conscious of the world and the 
part we play in it, but we feel crushed by the world.  While we experience ourselves as unique and 
valuable, we know that we share this with all others.  We feel ourselves to be sovereign, yet we are 
dependent on others.  We are subjects to ourselves, but always objects to others.  De Beauvoir 
acknowledges that our struggle for authenticity is not pessimistic since even in failure, there is 
optimism.  Ambiguity includes the experience that we can choose to transform negativity into 
positive existence.  While ambiguity includes up-rooting and potential alienation, our freedom 
makes an ethics possible and allows us to create goals, ideals, values and realize projects.   
We experience the ambiguity of regarding others as objects or of engaging with them as subjects 
in our project towards creative freedom and authenticity.  In this regard, we experience the fact of 
our body against our awareness that our body is our connection to, and engagement with, the 
world.  Finally, de Beauvoir acknowledges that while the meaning of ambiguity is never fixed, we 
must embrace rather than reject the ambiguity of the human condition.  In addressing these 
philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Ambiguity as a defining feature of human existence and the human condition 
• Ambiguity as a means of avoiding a negative interpretation of the human condition 
• How ambiguity facilitates active, creative and constructive engagement with the world through 

engagement with others 
• The tension between existing as a subject to oneself but as an object for others 
• The engagement of ontological and moral freedom in the face of ambiguity 
• The ways in which a person can embrace ambiguity without despair and alienation 
• The role ambiguity plays throughout the arguments of the text 
• The degree of ambiguity in the development of the person from childhood to adulthood. 
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Charles Taylor: The Ethics of Authenticity 
 
23. Evaluate Taylor’s claim that modernity has three malaises. 
 

This question focuses on a starting issue of Taylor’s book, Modernity and its malaises.  The 
question invites a discussion on what Taylor means by modernity, what malaises it carries and 
why.  Therefore, it calls for a wider analysis of the concepts of individualism, instrumental reason or 
rationality, and soft despotism.  Those analyses might be connected to Taylor’s views of society, 
government and the individual, especially to the construction of a new identity and self.  Atomism, 
narcissism, and technological messianism are other important points that might be evaluated, 
along with relativism.  In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• Is modernity connected to development or improvement? 
• How is individualism linked to human life and society? 
• Whether there is any connection between rationality and technological messianism? 
• What are the consequences of the three malaises carried by modernity? 
• How are the three malaises interrelated? 
• Horizons of significance 
• Whether there is a place for rational discussion of the problems facing individuals and societies. 
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24. Evaluate Taylor’s motto “la lotta continua” (“the ongoing struggle”) and the concept of 
responsibilization. 

 
This question arises out of the seventh chapter of The Ethics of Authenticity.  Taylor’s motto refers 
to a continuing fight and invites the evaluation of its meaning and context.  Also, the question calls 
for the explanation of the difference between fight and persuasion, and the concept of “fight about” 
versus “fight against” or “fight for”.  Moreover, the question invites the analysis of the concepts of 
responsibilization with reference to authenticity, culture, and people.  Finally, the analysis of the 
concepts of cultural pessimism and optimism might be important points.  In addressing these 
philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
• What are the differences between fight and persuasion? 
• What is the “age of responsibilization”? 
• Are cultural pessimism and optimism to be avoided? 
• Are debates to be oriented against men or issues (ad hominem theme)? 
• How do “boosters” and “knockers” figure in Taylor’s perspective? 
• What effective changes can an individual bring about with regard to improving society? 
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Section A

Answer one question from this section.  Each question in this section is worth [25 marks].

Core theme: Being human

1. Read the following passage and develop your response as indicated below.

In this extract the character is describing how he and others were trying to bring down a hot air 
balloon from the air with people in it that had lost control, and they were tugging on a rope together 
to attempt to get the balloon grounded in the field.

I didn’t know who let go first...  What is certain is that if we had not broken ranks, our collective 
weight would have brought the balloon to earth a quarter of the way down the slope a few seconds 
later as the gust subsided.  [T]here was no team, plan, or agreement to be broken.  So can we 
accept that it was right, every man for himself?  Was this a reasonable course?  We never had 
that comfort, for there was a deeper covenant, ancient and automatic, written in our nature. 
Cooperation – the basis of our earliest hunting success, the force behind our evolving capacity for 
language, the glue of our social cohesion.  Our misery in the aftermath was proof that we knew 
we had failed ourselves.  But letting go was in our nature too.  Selfishness is written in our hearts.  
This is our mammalian conflict – what to give to others and what to keep for yourself.

[Source: adapted from Ian McEwan (2006) Enduring Love]

With explicit reference to the stimulus and your own knowledge, discuss a philosophical issue 
related to the question of what it means to be human.
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Turn over

2. Look at the following picture and develop your response as indicated below.

[Source: Macrovector/Shutterstock.com]

With explicit reference to the stimulus and your own knowledge, discuss a philosophical issue 
related to the question of what it means to be human.
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Section B

Answer one question from this section.  Each question in this section is worth [25 marks].

Optional theme 1: Aesthetics

3. Explain and discuss Picasso’s claim about the function of art, that “[a] painting is not made to 
decorate apartments.  It’s an offensive and defensive weapon against the enemy.” 

4. To what extent does technology change art, the artistic process and production?

Optional theme 2: Epistemology

5. Evaluate the claim that knowledge of our world gained through our senses is unreliable. 

6. Evaluate the claim that all knowledge should be freely available to all groups within a population.  

Optional theme 3: Ethics

7. “Moral claims are not true or false; they are just expressions of approval and disapproval.”  Discuss 
and evaluate this claim.

8. “Always act so as to produce the greatest happiness for the greatest number.”  With reference 
to one or more example(s) of applied ethics, discuss and evaluate whether this principle is a 
legitimate way to make moral decisions. 

Optional theme 4: Philosophy and contemporary society

9. Explain and discuss the philosophical implications of showing tolerance towards minority groups or 
individuals. 

10. “The prime application of technology is as a tool for assisting human work.”  To what extent can 
this claim be justified?
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Optional theme 5: Philosophy of religion

11. Evaluate the claim that essential attributes of God’s nature such as goodness, omnipotence and 
omniscience can be known through reason. 

12. Evaluate the claim that if one accepts pluralism (as the view that a single, ultimate religious reality 
is being differently experienced and understood in different religions, offering equally effective 
paths to salvation or liberation), then each person would be justified in upholding his/her own 
religion.

Optional theme 6: Philosophy of science

13. “Contempt for experience has had a tragic revenge in experience; it has cultivated disregard 
for fact and this disregard has been paid for in failure, sorrow and war.”  Discuss and evaluate 
Dewey’s claim.

14. Discuss and evaluate the claim that “biology gives you a brain. Life turns it into a mind” with 
reference to the relation between neuroscience and consciousness. 

Optional theme 7: Political philosophy

15. Evaluate the claim that the state has the right to wage war against its own citizens.

16. To what extent can a government legitimately intervene to favour different people in order to 
guarantee equality of opportunity?
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Answer both parts (a) and (b) of one question.  Each question is worth [25 marks].

Simone de Beauvoir: The Second Sex, Vol. 1 part 1, Vol. 2 part 1 and Vol. 2 part 4

1. (a) Explain de Beauvoir’s claim that the body “is the instrument of our grasp 
  upon the world, a limiting factor for our projects”. [10]

(b) Evaluate the extent to which biology affects the structure of society. [15]

2. (a) Explain de Beauvoir’s view of the formation of the adolescent girl. [10]

(b) Evaluate the role of males in this process.  [15]

René Descartes: Meditations

3. (a) Explain Descartes’s method of establishing certainty. [10]

(b) To what extent does Descartes’s method of establishing certainty succeed? [15]

4. (a) Explain Descartes’s ontological argument for the existence of God. [10]

(b) Evaluate this argument in its attempt to establish the existence of God. [15]

David Hume: Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion

5. (a) With reference to the standpoints of Cleanthes, Philo and Demea, explain 
  skepticism regarding religious matters. [10]

(b) Evaluate skepticism regarding our natural wonderment about order throughout the 
universe. [15]

6. (a) Explain the discussion on the existence of vast amounts of seemingly pointless evil. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that the existence of widespread horrendous evil in the world 
makes the existence of a supremely good, knowing, and powerful deity impossible. [15]
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John Stuart Mill: On Liberty

7. (a) Explain Mill’s support for freedom of opinion and belief. [10]

(b) Evaluate Mill’s belief that to suppress an individual’s opinion and belief is to deprive  
the individual, and his/her society, of the chance to develop. [15]

8. (a) Explain Mill’s Harm Principle in its account of the limit of society’s authority over  
the individual. [10]

(b) Evaluate Mill’s Harm Principle in its account of the limit of society’s authority over  
the individual. [15]

Friedrich Nietzsche: The Genealogy of Morals

9. (a) Explain Nietzsche’s use of the term “ressentiment”. [10]

(b) Examine the relation between “ressentiment” and the different types of moralities. [15]

10. (a) Explain Nietzsche’s view that human beings have begun to feel bad about their 
instincts. [10]

(b) Evaluate Nietzsche’s understanding of instincts. [15]

Martha Nussbaum: Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach

11. (a) Explain Nussbaum’s dual purpose of achieving social justice and assessing quality of 
life in the Capabilities Approach. [10]

(b) Evaluate the problems in arguing the Capabilities Approach as a method of ensuring 
social justice. [15]

12. (a) “As an international team of both Western and non-Western researchers…, we 
have been aware of a raging debate about the alleged value imperialism involved in 
universalism...”  Explain the issue of cultural diversity with the Capabilities Approach. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that the Capabilities Approach is a form of “value imperialism”. [15]
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Ortega y Gasset: The Origins of Philosophy

13. (a) Explain Ortega’s metaphor of the pyramid with reference to the unity of philosophy. [10]

(b) Evaluate the metaphor in relation to the philosophical past. [15]

14. (a) Explain Ortega’s view of freedom as a stage in philosophy. [10]

(b) Evaluate Ortega’s view that even a “life symbolized by the cornucopia” is not secure. [15]

Plato: The Republic, Books IV–IX

15. (a) Explain how the allegory of the Cave provides an illustration of the points made in the 
directly preceding simile of the Divided Line. [10]

(b) Discuss Plato’s use of analogy. [15]

16. (a) Explain what the philosopher is and what the attributes of the philosopher are. [10]

(b) Evaluate Socrates’s view that philosophers should rule. [15]

Peter Singer: The Life You Can Save

17. (a) Explain Singer’s analogical argument of Bob and the Bugatti. [10]

(b) Evaluate Singer’s hypothetical situation of the actions of people in the real world. [15]

18. (a) Explain how Singer challenges the objections of giving to charity to reduce poverty. [10]

(b) Evaluate Singer’s claim that the moral imperative is to give and improve the human 
condition. [15]
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Charles Taylor: The Ethics of Authenticity

19. (a) Explain Taylor’s view of personal authenticity. [10]

(b) Evaluate Taylor’s view of authenticity. [15]

20. (a) “[With regards to (re)appropriating the modern turn inward] the right path to take is 
neither that recommended by straight boosters, nor that favoured by outright knockers”.  
Explain Taylor’s use of “boosters” and “knockers”. [10]

(b) Discuss to what extent Taylor succeeds in mediating a path between these two 
extremes (“boosters” and “knockers”). [15]

Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching

21. (a) Explain the relationship of spontaneity to both Life and Tao. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that one should accept life as a series of natural and spontaneous 
changes. [15]

22. (a) Explain how the conformity to social order corrupts humans. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that if society’s role diminishes, human life becomes simple and full 
of harmony and contentment. [15]

Zhuangzi: Zhuangzi

23. (a) Explain the resolution of duality by the “True Man”. [10]

(b)	 To	what	extent	does	Zhuangzi’s	“True	Man’s	embodiment	of	opposites”	reflect	his	
skepticism? [15]

24. (a)	 Explain	Zhuangzi’s	metaphor	in	the	“butterfly	story”. [10]

(b)	 To	what	extent	does	this	metaphor	engage	with	the	identification	of	“self”	or	“I”? [15]
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How to use the Diploma Programme Philosophy markscheme 
 
The assessment markbands constitute the formal tool for marking examination scripts, and in these 
assessment markbands examiners can see the skills being assessed in the examinations.  The 
markschemes are designed to assist examiners in possible routes taken by candidates in terms of the 
content of their answers when demonstrating their skills of doing philosophy through their responses.  
The points listed are not compulsory points, and not necessarily the best possible points.  They are a 
framework to help examiners contextualize the requirements of the question, and to facilitate the 
application of marks according to the assessment markbands listed on page 4 for part A responses, and 
page 5 for part B responses. 
 
It is important that examiners understand that the main idea of the course is to promote doing 
philosophy, and this involves activity and engagement throughout a two-year programme, as opposed to 
emphasizing the chance to display knowledge in a terminal set of examination papers.  Even in the 
examinations, responses should not be assessed on how much candidates know as much as how they 
are able to use their knowledge in support of an argument, using the skills referred to in the various 
assessment markbands published in the subject guide, reflecting an engagement with philosophical 
activity throughout the course.  As a tool intended to help examiners in assessing responses, the 
following points should be kept in mind when using a markscheme: 
 
 The Diploma Programme Philosophy course is designed to encourage the skills of doing 

philosophy in the candidates.  These skills can be accessed through reading the assessment 
markbands in the subject guide 

 The markscheme does not intend to outline a model/correct answer 
 The markscheme has an introductory paragraph which contextualizes the emphasis of the 

question being asked 
 The bullet points below the paragraph are suggested possible points of development that should 

not be considered a prescriptive list but rather an indicative list where they might appear in the 
answer 

 If there are names of philosophers and references to their work incorporated into the markscheme, 
this should help to give context for the examiners and does not reflect a requirement that such 
philosophers and references should appear in an answer: They are possible lines of development. 

 Candidates can legitimately select from a wide range of ideas, arguments and concepts in service 
of the question they are answering, and it is possible that candidates will use material effectively 
that is not mentioned in the markscheme 

 Examiners should be aware of the command terms for Philosophy as published on page 54 of the 
Philosophy subject guide when assessing responses 

 In markschemes for Paper 2 there is a greater requirement for specific content as the Paper 
requires the study of a text by the candidates and the questions set will derive from that text.  The 
markscheme will show what is relevant for both part A and part B answers.  In part B responses, 
candidates may select other material they deem as relevant 

 Responses for part A and part B should be assessed using the distinct assessment markbands. 
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Paper 2 Part A markbands 
 

Marks Level descriptor 

0  The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–2 
 There is little relevant knowledge of the specified idea/argument/concept from the text.  
 The explanation is minimal.  
 Philosophical vocabulary is not used, or is consistently used inappropriately. 

3–4 

 Some knowledge of the specified idea/argument/concept from the text is demonstrated but 
this lacks accuracy, relevance and detail.  

 The explanation is basic and in need of development.  
 Philosophical vocabulary is not used, or is consistently used inappropriately. 

5–6 

 Knowledge of the specified idea/argument/concept from the text is mostly accurate and 
relevant, but lacking in detail.  

 There is a satisfactory explanation.  
 Philosophical vocabulary is used, sometimes appropriately. 

7–8 

 The response contains accurate and relevant knowledge of the specified idea/ 
argument/concept from the text.  

 The explanation is clear, although may be in need of further development. 
 Philosophical vocabulary is mostly used appropriately. 

9–10 

 The response contains relevant, accurate and detailed knowledge of the specified 
idea/argument/concept from the text.  

 The explanation is clear and well developed.  
 There is appropriate use of philosophical vocabulary throughout the response.  
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Paper 2 Part B markbands 
 

Marks Level descriptor 

0  The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–3 

 There is little relevant knowledge of the text.  
 Philosophical vocabulary is not used, or is consistently used inappropriately.  
 The response is mostly descriptive with very little analysis.  
 There is no discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  

4–6 

 Some knowledge of the text is demonstrated but this lacks accuracy and relevance. 
 Philosophical vocabulary is used, sometimes appropriately.  
 There is some limited analysis, but the response is more descriptive than analytical.  
 There is little discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  
 Some of the main points are justified. 

7–9 

 Knowledge of the text is mostly accurate and relevant.  
 Philosophical vocabulary is used, sometimes appropriately.  
 The response contains analysis, but this analysis lacks development.  
 There is some discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  
 Many of the main points are justified.  

10–12 

 The response contains accurate and relevant knowledge of the text.  
 Philosophical vocabulary is mostly used appropriately. 
 The response contains clear critical analysis.  
 There is discussion and some assessment of alternative interpretations or points of view.  
 Most of the main points are justified.  

13–15 

 The response contains relevant, accurate and detailed knowledge of the text. 
 There is appropriate use of philosophical vocabulary throughout the response. 
 The response contains clear and well developed critical analysis.  
 There is discussion and assessment of alternative interpretations or points of view.  
 All or nearly all of the main points are justified.  
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Simone de Beauvoir: The Second Sex, Vol. 1 part 1, Vol. 2 part 1 and Vol. 2 part 4 
 
1. (a) Explain de Beauvoir’s claim that the body “is the instrument of our grasp upon  

the world, a limiting factor for our projects”. [10] 
 

This question focuses on a basic and initial assumption in de Beauvoir’s The Second 
Sex:  The role played by the body in defining different sexes.  The answer should take 
into account the meaning given to biology and physiology by de Beauvoir.  The 
reference to some concepts linked to the body, such as weakness, muscular power, 
skeleton, might be considered.  Another important path might retrace those 
philosophers referenced by de Beauvoir such as Aristotle, Hegel, and Heidegger in her 
discussion of gender and identity.  The question also invites the exploration of the 
different biological reproductive systems and the consequences that they have on the 
definition of the female.  The answer might also consider the differences between 
biology and society and the origin of values. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• The importance of biology and physiology 
• The role played by the body in defining the gender, particularly the female 
• De Beauvoir’s use of philosophical approaches to gender and identity, eg, Aristotle, 

Hegel, Heidegger, Sartre 
• The meaning given to some physiological elements, such as muscles, skeleton etc 
• The relation between body and world 
• The connection between weakness and female. 

 
(b) Evaluate the extent to which biology affects the structure of society. [15] 

 
Possible discussion points include: 
• Consequences of biological and physiological facts on social structures 
• Difference between species and societies 
• Body as enslavement of the female 
• Whether values are based on physiology only 
• The meaning of customs, laws, taboos. 
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2. (a) Explain de Beauvoir’s view of the formation of the adolescent girl. [10] 
 

This question invites the analysis of de Beauvoir’s view of a girl, in the passage from 
childhood to adolescence.  The formative years are very significant in the definition of 
the “second sex”.  Answers might consider the differences between childhood and 
adolescence and the new elements that alter the situation.  Also, the reference to the 
concepts of independence (as a child), comparison (with boys) and enslavement 
(caused by a sense of inferiority) might be useful.  The importance of bodily facts that 
are typical of the female, such as hormonal and nervous elements, might be 
considered.  The concept of responsibility, the relation with future projects and the 
weight given to a male’s expectation might be important points. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Differences between childhood and adolescence 
• Loss of independence 
• Enslavement and sense of inferiority 
• Kleptomania and sexual sublimation 
• Lack of responsibility 
• Destiny and future projects. 

 
(b) Evaluate the role of males in this process. [15] 

 
Possible discussion points include: 
• The role of erotic transcendence 
• Female self-consideration as an object 
• Sense of inferiority with respect to males 
• Weight of male expectations 
• The metaphor of the mirror 
• Beauty as a means to charm 
• Makeup and clothing as a mask 
• Female body as homage to males 
• Passive conception vs the role of the heroine 
• Romantic views 
• Marriage as a woman’s only career. 
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René Descartes: Meditations 
 
3. (a) Explain Descartes’s method of establishing certainty. [10] 
 

Descartes uses skepticism to dispense with his old beliefs before putting it aside and 
finding new beliefs.  His aim was to reject empiricism and accept rationalism.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Descartes’s dissatisfaction with scholasticism; a mostly empiricist philosophy that 
fused Christianity and Aristotelianism 

• Descartes launches rationalism as a new and better way to gain knowledge 
• His technique is the “method of doubt” – taking something he believes (or even does 

not believe) and asking whether it could be false even if believing it to be true 
• Descartes asks if there is any way that he could have arrived at his belief(s) 

mistakenly 
• The “waves of doubt” are an exercise in methodological hyperbolic skepticism: The 

first wave undermines perceptual belief – the distant tower; the second wave 
undermines all perceptual beliefs – dreaming; the third wave undermines all beliefs 
– the deceiving God/malignant demon 

• The rationalist approach in establishing the cogito through being a res cogitans, with 
clear and distinct ideas that reflect the truth. 

 
(b)  To what extent does Descartes’s method of establishing certainty succeed? [15] 

 
Possible discussion points include: 
• Concerning the use – it would be paradoxical to claim that he was certain that 

nothing certain could be known 
• A thoroughgoing skepticism would have explored the idea of a deceptive memory; 

Descartes refers to this but does not develop it 
• That something has let us down on some occasions does not permit the inference 

that it may always do so; Austin/Ryle-type arguments might figure here; the crucial 
issue concerns how we know we have been deceived on some occasions 

• A similar point can be made in regard to the dreaming argument; we must have a 
concept of reality, not only to compare the dream with, but also to formulate the 
concept of a dream 

• The claim that there are no distinguishing features between dreaming and being 
awake can be questioned; structure, sequence and order, coherence, and our 
memories of dreams as dreams appear to be such features.  The problem of lucid 
dreaming 

• It is not clear that the demon is a meaningful hypothesis.  Doubt requires a 
background or context, not the obliteration of all possible ones 

• How does Descartes acquire the language to express such doubt?  
• If I am always deceived, how could I know this and how would I have the concept of 

a deception?  References to The Matrix might be used 
• Descartes was wrong to restrict “to know” only to those propositions which are 

logically certain: The mere logical possibility of doubting a proposition is not in itself 
sufficient grounds for rendering it dubious 

• The method can, at best, result in the discovery of the existence of thought – 
nothing else can be known; cf solipsism. 
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4. (a)  Explain Descartes’s ontological argument for the existence of God. [10] 
 

Having established previously what Descartes considers to be “clear and distinct” ideas 
he turns his attention to the existence of God with a reformulated version of Anselm’s 
ontological argument.  Descartes concentrates on the idea of God as the most perfect 
being.  This argument states that a God who does not exist would be less perfect than 
one who did.  From this point of view, existence is considered as one of God’s perfect 
qualities.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• God is defined as the perfect being and existence is derived from perfection – if He 
did not exist, He would not be the most perfect 

• “God exists” becomes a necessary truth; you can no more conceive of God not 
existing as you cannot a triangle without three sides or a mountain without a valley 

• He considers an objection that granted he could not think of such things without their 
logically necessary properties, this does not entail that there are such things 

• However, the concept of God is a unique one – the only one with existence built into 
its definition 

• The relation between God and existence is internal/necessary. 
 

(b) Evaluate this argument in its attempt to establish the existence of God. [15] 
 

 Possible discussion points include: 
• Kantian criticisms are likely to figure prominently; existence is not to be regarded as 

a property or predicate 
• We do not add to the conceptual content of anything when we say that it exists.  It is 

not a property like, say, red, cold or hard.  The subject-predicate form of the 
sentence is superficial and confuses us 

• In response to the above, would not the attribution of existence to, eg, the Yeti, 
make a difference to our knowledge?  Does Kant’s analysis do justice to examples 
like this?  One might appeal to a difference between adding to knowledge and 
adding to conceptual content. Kant’s own example of 100 real thalers affecting his 
financial position in a way that 100 imaginary ones do not might be discussed 

• An analysis of existence might be discussed.  To be is to be the value of a 
propositional function.  In saying that something exists we are not attributing a 
property to a thing; we are talking about a propositional function and saying that it 
has at least one instance 

• You can define anything into existence by incorporating existence into the concept 
of the thing. Gaunilo’s island might be discussed.  These examples concern 
contingent existents 

• Descartes should not have used the term “perfect being”, where perfect includes 
existence, until after he knew such a being to exist 

• Standard points within the empiricist tradition: Cannot bridge the gap between 
ideas/real existence, no existential proposition is logically certain, a priori arguments 
cannot establish existential propositions, such arguments are bound to be circular 
as conclusions are pre-supposed by premises 

• Any appeal to “clear and distinct ideas” fails as God is the ultimate guarantor of such 
ideas 

• Hume argues that the only claims that can be known a priori are “relations of ideas” 
(analytic truths) and that it is possible to think of God not existing – does not 
possess existence essentially (and still be thinking of God) 

• Are Descartes’s arguments convincing/rational for someone who does not come 
from a monotheistic background, and does not share this idea of God? 
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David Hume: Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion 
 
5. (a) With reference to the standpoints of Cleanthes, Philo and Demea, explain  

skepticism regarding religious matters. [10] 
 

Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion as a whole weighs the evidence for and against 
religious belief in considering whether the subject matter of religion comes within the 
scope of reason and empirical observation.  The question whether religious belief 
belongs to reason or observation at all introduces the wider question of skepticism, a 
subject that is omnipresent in the work.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Skepticism, which appears in different forms and strengths.  One way to identify it: 
The view that, apart from the merely formal truths of logic and mathematics, and the 
indubitable contents of our own immediate consciousness, we are incapable of 
knowledge 

• To Cleanthes, skepticism is an inherently absurd position.  Philo counters with a 
distinction between extreme and mitigated skepticism.  The latter, being sensible of 
the weakness and narrow limits of human reason 

• Demea’s argument based on causation and causality 
• The three friends acknowledge, for different reasons, that the existence of God is 

evident.  Philo, a skeptic, and Demea, as orthodox theist, support that the nature of 
God is incomprehensible.  Cleanthes, as empirical theist, rejects their skepticism as 
excessive.  

 
(b) Evaluate skepticism regarding our natural wonderment about order throughout  

the universe. [15] 
 

 Possible discussion points include: 
• The conflict between our tendency to try to answer ultimate questions and the 

conviction that such questions far exceed the reach and power of our understanding 
• Philo’s idea that human beings are psychologically impelled to form beliefs on the 

basis of probability and that philosophical reasoning is no more than an “exacter and 
more scrupulous” method for determining degrees of probability than what we 
employ in everyday experience” (1.9).  He rejects extreme skepticism, 
recommending only cautious steps in all philosophical reasoning and the limitation 
of inquiry to topics suited to the reach of our faculties  

• Cleanthes proposes an argument based on the systematic order in nature to 
establish both the existence of God and his possession of human-like intelligence. 
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6. (a) Explain the discussion on the existence of vast amounts of seemingly  
pointless evil. [10] 

 
In Parts 10 and 11 the existence of vast amounts of seemingly pointless evil is a 
central issue under scrutiny.  It includes various malfunctions and other disorders in 
nature.  The facts of evil raise serious questions about the idea that the world was 
originally designed by a powerful, intelligent, good, just, benevolent, personal being. 

 
Candidates might explore: 
• Possible reconciliation between the existence of evil with the orthodox conception of 

God as an all-powerful, all-knowing, and morally perfect being  
• Different strategies to resolve this problem; one is to deny the reality of evil: What 

we consider evil from our limited perspective is actually good in so far as it is part of 
a system 

• Demea affirms that evil is real, but still compatible with God’s perfect goodness 
because whatever evil exists will be rectified at some future time, if not in this life, 
then in life after death 

• Cleanthes rejects this solution because expectations about what will exist in the 
future or an afterlife are arbitrary without evidence from present experience.  
Further, he claims that Philo and Demea’s depiction of the hopelessness of the 
human condition is exaggerated.  The evidence of human experience shows that 
happiness predominates over misery, and this predominance in turn proves God’s 
perfect benevolence. 

 
(b) Evaluate the claim that the existence of widespread horrendous evil in the world  
 makes the existence of a supremely good, knowing, and powerful deity 

impossible. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• Philo’s argument that the world’s abundance of evil blocks the design theorist’s 
inference to a personal source of order who is all good, benevolent, and cares about 
us individually 

• The usual distinction between natural and moral evil  
• What hypothesis best explains the distribution of happiness and misery actually 

found in the world?  Is the mixture of good and evil best explained in terms of moral 
intentions of a deity, or by morally indifferent forces of nature? 

• Does the existence of evil in the world tell us anything about God’s qualities, 
including moral attributes? 

• Classical responses to the problem of evil: God would create the best of all possible 
worlds, but that such a world may contain evil as an indispensable element.  
Alternatively, evil may be an unavoidable consequence of the benefit of free will, or 
it may be part of a divine plan to ensure that all attain perfection 

• The impact of evil on the design argument for God 
• If the question of God’s moral perfection is subjected to empirical evidence, even the 

lowest mixture of evil with good counts as evidence against God’s existence 
• Evil appears avoidable. 
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John Stuart Mill: On Liberty 
 
7. (a) Explain Mill’s support for freedom of opinion and belief. [10] 
 

This question asks for a treatment of one of the central aspects of liberty with which Mill 
is concerned.  Mill offers other areas of life in society where liberty is to be maintained 
but the importance of individual freedom of thought is paramount.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• We might be wrong about the opinion of someone with whom we disagree 
• Culture affects beliefs, and different people at different times may have been 

convinced of their rightness when it subsequently turned out their opinion was 
incorrect 

• Mill asserts the importance of truth and its link to utility, but maintains that no state 
has the right to suppress an individual’s thought or discussion, because truth could 
suffer as a result 

• The case of religious bigotry or persecution 
• Mill is a supporter of science and the scientific method, and accepts that only in the 

field of mathematics can there be certainty 
• Conflicting opinions can both contain and thus share truth within them 
• Even offensive opinions are better discussed than repressed. 

 
(b) Evaluate Mill’s belief that to suppress an individual’s opinion and belief is to  

deprive the individual, and his/her society, of the chance to develop. [15] 
 

 Possible discussion points include: 
• If an opinion is correct, then the world is better for knowing it; if an opinion is wrong, 

then there is a chance for the truth to be discovered 
• Censorship stops the chance of progress 
• Mill criticized conformity in society 
• Even in accepting what is a truth Mill warned against mindless acceptance of belief 

causing “dead dogma” 
• The issue of social conformity and social custom 
• Human fallibility 
• How does causing offence stand with Mill’s Harm Principle? 
• Mill encourages diversity as having great utility. 
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8. (a) Explain Mill’s Harm Principle in its account of the limit of society’s authority  
over the individual. [10] 

 
In expounding the Harm Principle, Mill attempts to draw up the limit of society’s 
authority, by defining the only grounds by which an individual’s actions could be 
interfered with.  In receiving protection from society the individual must in turn not harm 
others, thus satisfying the individual’s interest and that of others.  Society has no 
interest in what does no harm to a person, and it is not appropriate for society to 
exercise any authority over those matters in which it has no interest.  Individuals know 
what is in their own interests far better than they know what is in another person’s 
interest. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Mill not only encourages a limitation of legal interference, but also exhorts social 
acceptability of an individual’s actions or thought, so long as it does no harm to 
others 

• Mill encourages the exhortation for individuals to develop their faculties but the 
individual knows what s/he wishes and no-one should interfere in this 

• Mill regards liberty as the best method of guaranteeing utility; liberty is subservient 
to the principal good of utility. 

 
(b)  Evaluate Mill’s Harm Principle in its account of the limit of society’s authority  

over the individual. [15] 
 

 Possible discussion points include: 
• Are there situations when an individual can harm himself simply through individual 

action or the possession of thoughts or intentions?  Examples might include drug 
use or use of pornography; Mill uses the example of drunkenness – is this 
convincing? 

• Is Mill criticizable for allowing that harm to society justifies punishment?  What form 
would such harm of society take? 

• Mill proceeds from a position that assumes the fallibility of society, paying more 
regard to the direct experience of the individual, consistent with his empiricist stance 

• Is Mill fair in his treatment of the inability of society to judge what might be good for 
the individual? 

• It is acceptable that some criticisms of individual action can stem from social sense 
of norms, according to Mill, but there is a limit to what society can do?  Is this 
credible? 

• Mill makes a lot of what is natural for humans to do and think.  Is this convincing? 
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Friedrich Nietzsche: The Genealogy of Morals 
 
9. (a)  Explain Nietzsche’s use of the term “ressentiment”. [10] 
 

Nietzsche’s main project in The Genealogy of Morals is to question the value of our 
morality.  Ultimately Nietzsche argues that our existing morality was brought about by a 
“slave revolt” in morality through the feeling of ressentiment.  This is a reactive feeling 
to a sustained and repeated condition of powerlessness of the priestly class against the 
more powerful social class, the noble class.  Nietzsche maintained that the triumph of 
slave morality, morality of ressentiment, was so complete that its values are still 
relevant today. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Nietzsche defines ressentiment as a psychic mechanism, more specifically, as a 
reactive feeling to certain experiences 

• Nietzsche’s genealogical method shows how the terms nobles, priests, and slaves 
have evolved, thus countering a sense of continuity or absolute truth of our present 
moral concepts 

• The man of ressentiment as a creation of society, a reaction which shows the 
creation having escaped its creator 

• He defines the man of ressentiment in terms of negation 
• The concept of happiness as problematic for the man of ressentiment since it is 

essentially artificial 
• The man of ressentiment’s “cleverness” as a condition of existence. 

 
(b)  Examine the relation between “ressentiment” and the different types of 

moralities. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The historical existence and activity of the noble morality, to which the slave morality 
arose as a reaction 

• Combining historical facts with psychological insight, he insists that contemporary 
regnant values descended from the ressentiment-fuelled slave morality, while the 
values that are now shunned once represented the dominant noble morality 

• Contempt for the feeling of ressentiment, or rather, the underlying weakness that 
causes and fuels ressentiment, works to the advantage of the noble morality as the 
source of superior moral values 

• Not everybody whom the nobles consider bad deals with their subordinate position 
passively; these people constitute Nietzsche’s priestly class 

• Nietzsche tells us, “it takes two for ‘ressentiment’”.  The two parties involved are the 
frustrated, scheming priests and the carefree, almost reckless nobles; the feeling of 
ressentiment is aimed at the nobles, whom the priests blame for their oppressed 
secondary position in a society 

• Nietzsche himself concludes his essay by saying that although the current victory of 
the slave morality is undeniable, he has high hopes for a future graced by the 
resurgence of noble values 

• Is the assertion itself verifiable and equally would Nietzsche expect it to be? 
• Might noble morality in a present-day context look like Social Darwinism?  What 

might Nietzsche respond to this? 
• Nietzsche’s critique of Christian or other religious values of love, compassion, 

humility and helping your neighbour. 
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10. (a) Explain Nietzsche’s view that human beings have begun to feel bad about  
  their instincts. [10] 
 

That human beings have a bad conscience means for Nietzsche that they have begun 
to feel bad about what they are, to feel bad about their instincts.  As a result, when the 
bad conscience creates, it creates ideas that Nietzsche considers “anti-life”.  In 
particular, the man of bad conscience creates the idea of a perfect God before whom 
he feels guilty.  He creates the idea of a God who sacrifices himself for the guilt of 
humanity. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Nietzsche sees history as a history of nihilism, of negation of man, world and life, so 
also the history of conscience is one of nihilism, of negation of conscience, which 
reveals itself in the sense that this history has been at the same time a history, a 
genealogy of a bad conscience 

• Guilt and an image of God before whom one can feel such guilt are the creation of 
the bad conscience that has been made to deny one’s predatory instincts first by 
society and then by internalizing the restrictions first placed on one by society 

• Society polices the individual and that is painful; but what is really painful, and really 
creative, is man’s own policing of himself 

• An important point that Nietzsche makes in the second essay is that it did not have 
to be this way and it does not have to be this way 

• Introversion of instinct. 
 

(b)  Evaluate Nietzsche’s understanding of instincts. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The nature and role of instincts 
• The creditor-debtor relationship 
• The origin and purpose of punishment 
• The tribal conscious debt is the original sin which every man is born with, and 

Nietzsche says, the Christian God has assumed this debt and become linked with 
the guilty feeling  

• Atheism does away with an unknowable God and, thus, the guilt that plagues 
mankind 

• Guilt itself is the essential problem Nietzsche has with Christianity and believes it is 
the source of humanity’s troubles 

• Nietzsche shows the collective guilt of a whole culture, and applies it to each 
individual 

• Nietzsche positing the “genetic fallacy” when he assaults morality by exploring its 
origins in the ressentiment of slaves etc. 
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Martha Nussbaum: Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach 
 
11. (a) Explain Nussbaum’s dual purpose of achieving social justice and assessing  

quality of life in the Capabilities Approach. [10] 
  

This question involves examining the part of the work where Nussbaum explains her 
purpose and also the purpose of her fellow capabilities writer, Amartya Sen.  
Nussbaum focuses on the issue of social justice, and Sen is the outstanding thinker in 
the field of comparative measurement of economics in a global setting.  The purposes 
Nussbaum gives to the approach are related, and in Chapter 2 Nussbaum unpacks 
their essential relations.  In Chapter 4 Nussbaum raises the philosophical issues that 
arise from listing capabilities as she does in Chapter 2. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Treating people as ends in themselves, not using statistical approaches that 
depersonalize 

• The role of choice in achieving social justice and enhancing the quality of life 
experience 

• Different capabilities not being commensurable with each other – this is being 
“pluralist about value” 

• The challenge for government to address inequality 
• The place of non-human animals in this approach 
• The difference between this and utilitarian approaches 
• The distinction between internal and combined capabilities 
• Notions of human dignity  
• Nussbaum’s Central Capabilities – a list of 10 key aspects  
• Government guaranteeing that a threshold is reached in each capability. 

 
(b)  Evaluate the problems in arguing the Capabilities Approach as a method of  

ensuring social justice. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The issue of human dignity 
• Nussbaum’s political liberalism and the problems of measuring value 
• Entitlements and the central capabilities – are they all central and how are they 

identified? 
• The duties on governments given the identified “central capabilities” and the claim to 

universal entitlements 
• Differing perspectives on the role of government  
• The rational challenge in demonstrating the existence of capabilities, aside from 

cultural tendencies 
• Sen’s use of the approach in assessing quality of life, and his lack of use of a 

threshold or the notion of human dignity 
• Why should some capabilities take priority over others? 
• The distinction between internal and combined capabilities – is it possible to 

distinguish as Nussbaum does? 
• Issues with implementation. 
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12. (a) “As an international team of both Western and non-Western researchers…,  
we have been aware of a raging debate about the alleged value imperialism  
involved in universalism…”  Explain the issue of cultural diversity with the 
Capabilities Approach. [10] 

  
This question examines a problem raised specifically in Chapter 5.  Nussbaum 
addresses the charge that a universal approach to social justice is drawn from the 
perspective of a dominant cultural approach to politics and value.  In proscribing a 
universal approach to social justice, it is possible that cultural diversity will suffer.  Here, 
the list of capabilities endorsed in the work will reflect a form of intellectual colonialism, 
where a Western thinker imposes on a non-Western setting a “value imperialism”. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• The issue of gender in a plurality of cultural settings 
• The Capabilities Approach and its relation to the international human rights 

movement 
• The argument that the international human rights movement is a new form of 

Western imperialism is challenged given its original writers included contributions 
from Egypt and China 

• The public sphere in which the Capabilities Approach operates 
• The normative argument of the notion of human dignity 
• The list of capabilities is drawn in an abstract way to aid adaptability to different 

settings 
• The lack of grounding of the list in a metaphysical sense – “partial moral conception” 

– the list is drawn up for political reasons, not theoretical conceptual reasons. 

 
(b)  Evaluate the claim that the Capabilities Approach is a form of “value imperialism”. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• A part of the Capabilities Approach includes the ability of the agent to set her/his 
own objectives and values  

• If the notion of universal human rights did originate in a Western setting, does this 
justify a charge that it is a form of colonialism? 

• The British Raj as an example 
• Nussbaum claims that she is culturally sensitive in the drawing up of her list – is this 

convincing? 
• The normative aspect of the list and the criticism of mixing facts and values 
• The issue of rights – cf utilitarianism as a movement that might disregard rights 
• If human rights are not codified in a non-Western nation, does this mean the 

population does not want human rights or cannot see them as desirable? 
• The rational problems of establishing a universal foundation for rights 
• Is free practice of religion a problem for a vision of universal human capabilities? 
• Is the allowance for “state sovereignty” a convincing part of the approach? 
• Feminist postcolonial critic Gayatri Spivak’s question: Can the subaltern speak?  

How can one hear and listen to subaltern voices in one’s (Capability Approaches) 
epistemological and methodological framework? 
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Ortega y Gasset: The Origins of Philosophy 
 
13. (a) Explain Ortega’s metaphor of the pyramid with reference to the unity of  
  philosophy. [10] 
  

This question emerges from the initial metaphor used by Ortega y Gasset to explain 
the unity of philosophy. The metaphor involves a specific methodology of investigation 
that Ortega y Gasset describes by the notion of “multitude”.  The response might refer 
to the concept of philosophical past, to the idea of linear progress and the notions of 
chaos and harmony.  The analysis might take into account the passage from an 
exterior view of philosophy to its interior.  Reference to the philosophical past might 
include an analysis of the difference between seeing and hearing, the meaning of 
intuition, and the role played by tradition, history and legends.  The question also 
invites the explanation of the importance of names as reference to things, particularly 
to past things. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Whether it is possible to outline a unity in philosophy 
• How multitude of opinions and ideas might merge into a philosophical unit 
• Chaos and harmony; confusion as the initial step of knowledge 
• Necessity to operate a switch from the exterior to the interior of philosophy 
• The role played by tradition, history, legends and myths with reference to the 

philosophical past 
• The different approach to the philosophical past: Hearing vs seeing. 

 
(b)  Evaluate the metaphor in relation to the philosophical past. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The use and importance of names to move along the past 
• Different kinds of past; absolute vs relative 
• Language as a symbol: Not a creation of individuals, but a social creation instead 
• Nomen omen: Words as announcements and promises 
• Realism vs nominalism 
• The meaning and function of talking 
• True knowledge in relation with silence. 
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14. (a)  Explain Ortega’s view of freedom as a stage in philosophy. [10] 
  

This question seeks an exploration of a central concept of Ortega’s theory on the origin 
of philosophy: Freedom.  The response should investigate one or more aspects of it.  
Freedom is intended to be a contingent condition of every civilization.  The question 
invites an analysis of the difference between primitivism or early stages of a civilization 
and its decline.  Also, a reference to the distinction between human needs and 
possibilities might be useful.  This point might relate to the passage from an era of 
limited possibilities to an era of new techniques, arts and pleasures.  The description of 
concepts such as richness, poverty, wealth, lust, luxury, excess might be useful.  The 
question also offers the chance to explore the passage from an ontological condition of 
dependence on a world of superabundant possibilities, where the individual could get 
rid of tradition and discover new lands, led by the power of personal choice.  Another 
path might consider the role played by religion and the meaning of gods. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Stages in civilization, from primitivism to decline 
• Meaning and function of freedom 
• Importance of new discoveries; new techniques, arts and pleasures in relation with 

new possibilities for the human being 
• Passage from poverty to luxury and excess: The symbol of the cornucopia 
• Tradition vs innovation 
• Freedom as possibility; the importance of personal choices 
• Surrender the worldly life; the role played by religion and gods. 

 
(b)  Evaluate Ortega’s view that even a “life symbolized by the cornucopia” is not 

secure. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• Metaphors of torrent, fluctuation, waves 
• Relation between superabundance and security 
• Importance of contingency 
• Impression of being lost 
• The role played by doubt and opinions 
• Security and certainty as reactions to doubt; method as reaction to doubt 
• Probability vs certainty in guiding human life. 
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Plato: The Republic, Books IV–IX 
 
15. (a) Explain how the allegory of the Cave provides an illustration of the points made  

in the directly preceding simile of the Divided Line. [10] 
  

Plato entertains the question of the difference between knowledge, belief and 
ignorance in his complex simile of the divided line.  This simile is immediately followed 
by the allegory of the cave, and there is clearly overlap in the treatment of 
epistemological concerns in both similes.  The cave provides an image of illusion and 
direct knowledge, suggested in the hierarchy of the simile of the Divided Line.  The 
parallels extend to illustrate the ascent to knowledge from illusion to the possibility of 
direct knowledge of the Form of the Good. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• The relationship between the Cave and the Divided Line 
• There appears to be two stages of each realm of cognition in both  
• Problems arise in the objects of belief in the two – one being objects available to 

sense experience (the Divided Line), the other being shadows of figures of real 
things, so the analogy is not close here 

• Knowledge from sources other than direct acquaintance is handled in both, but it is 
hard to pin down Plato’s view of illusion in each 

• Plato may not be pressing the intricacies of the allegory and simile too far and 
relying on a general similarity to drive home his point about knowledge and belief 

• The Line and Cave both picture knowledge in a vivid sense of ascent, even though 
in the Cave this requires an escape, not required in the ascent to knowledge in the 
Line 

• A problem remains in that the Form of the Good is never fully defined by Plato and it 
is unclear exactly what it is in both the Cave and the Line. 

 
(b)  Discuss Plato’s use of analogy. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• Plato’s similes and allegories are hard to pin down precisely and offer a more 
general account of the ascent of knowledge than a precisely detailed illustration 

• It is always a challenge to ensure in an argument that the relevant parts of an 
analogy are being interpreted appropriately 

• Analogies can be very effective and the cave is one of the most famous of all time 
providing material to critique the modern world 

• It is always relevant to ask if the analogy is not just vivid but philosophically justified 
• In the simile of the Sun the reader encounters Plato’s best attempt to explain the 

nature of the Form of the Good – is this adequate, given the central role of the Form 
of the Good epistemologically, metaphysically and ethically? 

• There remains a problem establishing the precise relationship between the world of 
the Forms and the world of sensible objects, in all the similes Plato deploys 

• If Plato places the intelligible realm and intellection far above thinking based on the 
senses and perception, how come he uses a material analogy based on the senses 
and images (Cave) to illustrate precisely this point?  Is he contradicting himself by 
doing so?  Are the message and the medium used to convey it in discordance with 
each other?  Does his use of analogy as an explanatory and illustrating device 
undermine, leave unaffected or strengthen his argument? 
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16. (a) Explain what the philosopher is and what the attributes of the philosopher  
  are. [10] 
  

This question will involve discussion of a passage from the central section of the 
dialogue, especially the material in Books V and VI where the definition and qualities of 
the philosopher ruler are explicitly explored. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• The philosopher’s relationship with truth and the forms 
• The philosopher loves truth, but there is a dispute about the use of the word einai 

(“what is”) and whether this refers to something existential or veridical, when it 
comes to what exactly the philosopher knows about (475c–480a) 

• The education of the philosopher 
• The philosopher’s soul: The philosopher is also defined by what he is not.  

Comparison with the soul of the unjust man, tyrant, etc 
• Socrates talks of the philosopher as the lover of the object s/he desires, namely “the 

whole class of things” not “one particular example of it” 
• The example of the philosopher and her/his love of beauty 
• The philosopher is qualified to rule 
• The philosopher possesses natural qualities like temperance, excellence of 

character and other virtues 
• Philosophers are not swayed by physical desires and are governed by reason 
• The simile of the ship 
• How philosophers are received in contemporary society 
• The simile of the beast. 

 
(b)  Evaluate Socrates’s view that philosophers should rule. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The complaint of democracy against any form of rule that does not enable the ruled 
to elect 

• The usefulness of knowledge of the Forms in ruling a city of sensible objects made 
up of people who do not recognize the Forms 

• The philosopher is intellectually and morally cut-off from the people – can s/he rule 
effectively? 

• The account of the ordinary person that emerges in the dialogue 
• The lack of practical knowledge of the philosopher 
• The corruptibility of philosophers – as admitted by Socrates 
• The similes of the ship and the beast offer contrasting pictures of democracy, one 

where the people are victims, and one where they get what they deserve 
• Paternalism and elitism in rule 
• The conflict with justice represented by Plato’s disbarring from office of whole 

classes of people who are to be ruled 
• Justice in the soul and justice in the city, and how it relates to the philosopher. 
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Peter Singer: The Life You Can Save 
 
17. (a) Explain Singer’s analogical argument of Bob and the Bugatti. [10] 
  

This question seeks an explanation of why Singer uses both the idea of an analogical 
argument and the actual example itself.  The first investigation would be a discussion of 
the merits of using both an analogy and abstract logical argument.  The former might 
be seen to produce both clarity of understanding and an appeal to emotions.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• The analogy itself illustrates the argument that Singer is developing; that being the 
approach of giving aid to the needy at a level that is to the point where the difference 
between the affluence of the wealthy and the state of the poor narrows significantly 

• The issue of a moral obligation of an individual to reflect upon the argument of 
diminished marginal utility 

• The basic position of utilitarianism: The sacrifices of a few people will increase the 
level of happiness of the many. 

 
(b)  Evaluate Singer’s hypothetical situation of the actions of people in the real world. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• Different levels of sacrifice between the loss of expensive material objects and a 
child’s life 

• The difficulties of forecasting from hypothesis to the real world 
• The equation between a material object and a child 
• Our individual moral culpability 
• The possible ineffectiveness of an individual action 
• The idea of negative responsibility. 
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18. (a) Explain how Singer challenges the objections of giving to charity to reduce  
poverty. [10] 

  
This question allows candidates to explain the basic ways that Singer suggests that it is 
right and proper to give to charity very large amounts.  It deals with the challenges that 
are presented against the moral obligation of individuals to give. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• How aid is driven by economic and political motives rather than really improving the 
lot of the poor 

• The sheer amount of money given is relatively very small compared to the income 
of the giver  

• The “Dutch disease” is not seen as the main issue as it deflects the argument from 
the main issue of relieving the misery of the poor  

• The better use of food products, female education and wide use of contraception 
can be funded by aid  

• The individual’s right to choose how to use his or her own money 
• The claim that our moral obligation to ameliorate the human condition is an 

absolute moral imperative. 

 
(b)  Evaluate Singer’s claim that the moral imperative is to give and improve the  

human condition. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The idea of negative responsibility  
• Analysis of the motive of giving: Is it to improve the quality of life of the poor or raise 

the status of those that give? 
• Is the moral imperative to give absolute? 
• Human nature or morality might favour supporting the person we know and love 

rather than a complete and distant stranger  
• Is the motive to give part of human nature or are we inherently selfish creatures? 
• Does a “global village” entail global responsibilities?  
• Does the focus on charity to address and reduce global poverty mean that the realm 

of the political and the responsibility of states and political arrangements for social 
justice are side-lined? 
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Charles Taylor: The Ethics of Authenticity 
 
19. (a) Explain Taylor’s view of personal authenticity.  [10] 
  

Taylor asserts that the individual should be wholly oneself and not a duplication of 
someone else or even a manipulation of the self that is not true but “who you really 
are”.  Taylor advocates a return to a pure form of authenticity that resists a selfish and 
almost hedonistic model.  Taylor’s approach is his attempt to counter modern 
individualism and its shortcomings, while also holding on to a form of the ideal of 
authenticity. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Authenticity as a modern ideal 
• Individual resistance in having to conform both on a universal basis and in smaller 

social contexts 
• The true self from an existentialist perspective 
• The contextual pursuit of authenticity 
• Taylor is trying to retrieve damaged goods 
• The “three malaises” as consequences of the decline in the personal authenticity 

that modernity has allowed to emerge. 
 

(b)  Evaluate Taylor’s view of authenticity. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• Communitarianism as a counter to the modern individualism 
• Can the true self emerge? 
• To what extent does Taylor succeed in his attempt to define authenticity? 
• Philosophical context and background that embrace existentialist understanding of 

individualism.  Is this a realistic or possible assumption? 
• The impact of the three malaises – individualism, instrumental reason and soft 

despotism 
• The philosophical debate between “knockers” and “boosters” 
• Authenticity as a valid ideal 
• The need for a dialogical approach 
• The importance of “recognition” 
• Subjectivism and social problems of authenticity 
• Taylor’s apparent rejection of the concept of relativism 
• Fragmentation and Taylor’s solution – “democratic initiative” 
• Would individuals fare better if they forget about society and societal bonds and 

obligations, and focus merely on themselves?  Is this not a form of solipsistic 
individualism?  Is not society, and a person’s bonds, relations and obligations to it, 
also very important for a moral existence? 
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20. (a) “[With regards to (re)appropriating the modern turn inward] the right path to take  
is neither that recommended by straight boosters, nor that favoured by outright 
knockers”.  Explain Taylor’s use of “boosters” and “knockers”. [10] 

  
Taylor’s response to the vacuum, in the debate over the moral status of authenticity as 
one of extremes between “knockers” (those who are opposed to modernity) and 
“boosters” (those who support it), is a middle of the road position which grants that both 
groups are right in their criticisms of each other but deficient in their self-estimation.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• Both “boosters” and “knockers” as being misguided according to Taylor 
• “Instrumental reason”, “soft despotism”, “individualism” do have positive aspects for 

society 
• Historical context 
• “Knocker” arguments such that Taylor should not be engaged with trying to retrieve 

damaged goods but taking a different conceptual approach that brings about a total 
reversal in modern ethical thinking and practice 

• Taylor is with the critics, in other words, in believing that certain historical conditions 
– industrialization, consumerism, etc – have negatively altered the veracity of 
authenticity in the eyes of the West, and promoted “deviant forms of [its] ideal” 

• Taylor is against the critics in thinking that the radical subjectivism or relativism 
necessarily had to turn out this way (ie, that it was caused to be in such a way from 
the beginning), and for the continual practice of living authentically in light of, what 
he takes to be, authenticity’s moral validity. 

 
(b)  Discuss to what extent Taylor succeeds in mediating a path between these two 

extremes (“boosters” and “knockers”). [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• Taylor’s “work of retrieval” 
• His reaction to Bloom etc 
• Taylor’s understanding of the “inescapable horizon” 
• The philosophical debate between “knockers” and “boosters” 
• He does not advocate some sort of utopian and flawless solution 
• Is Taylor trivializing authenticity? 
• In practice is the dialogical and democratic solution realistic? 
• How relevant is Taylor in a post-modernity scenario? 
• “Booster” arguments that oppose Taylor such as his “malaises” are not as endemic 

as Taylor argues and his effort to moderate subjectivity may in effect limit personal 
freedom. 
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Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching 
 
21. (a) Explain the relationship of spontaneity to both Life and Tao. [10] 
  

This question asks for an explanation of how spontaneity is the secret of life in man, 
but also how Tao is the absolute spontaneity in the world.  Spontaneity in Tao is 
beyond sensory experience, perhaps even beyond existence.  It is therefore part of 
non-existence.  Both the idea of spontaneity in life and Tao raise the problem of the 
acceptance and role of the negative in Chinese thinking.  The positive and negative are 
not contradictory.  They are merely two parts of the whole. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• How spontaneity is the highest order of life.  It means there is no preconceived aim 
or ulterior motive or selfish desire that drives actions and thoughts 

• Spontaneity although often seen as negative should be seen as letting life live itself, 
here there could be links to the notion of wu wei (non-action)  

• Life when seen as female is open to ideas and actions and does not drive or direct 
the ideas and actions to a desired end  

• Life is spontaneous because it will not impose  
• The “man of calling” is a man who is spontaneous and responds to life rather than 

directs life 
• As part of Tao, spontaneity is a qualitative component which cannot be seen as 

separate but is in the essence of Tao. 

 
(b)  Evaluate the claim that one should accept life as a series of natural and  

spontaneous changes. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The approach of wu wei  (non-action) to life 
• Controlling an action might be a myth as it is difficult to know the outcomes and 

consequences of actions in any precise way  
• Fear might be the driver of interference and lack of spontaneity 
• A desire to understand Tao will lead to an acceptance of leaving things alone  
• The consequences of spontaneity as negative is a Western construct, Chinese 

thinking sees such behaviour as high quality of behaviour 
• Changes are the norm so learn to live with them; this means the strategy of least 

resistance but also the acceptance that each change creates new opportunities 
rather than loses 

• Letting go of resisting change will produce more harmony with Tao. 
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22. (a) Explain how the conformity to social order corrupts humans [10] 
  

This question asks for an explanation of the interplay between society and humans.  
How education and socialization distorts the natural harmony of Tao.  The social mores 
produce conformity.  Wu wei in itself will produce the harmony of human interaction by 
the practice of selfless acts. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• The difference between harmony and order: The difference between li (rules and 
regulations) and wu wei (non-action)  

• An understanding of the whole, having a bigger picture, would in itself generate 
selfless acts and more care within the community 

• Conformity arises out of a socialization process rather than self-realization  
• The appreciation of the individual self as part of a greater whole; the sense of 

oneness with a community is a more authentic route to responsibility.  

 
(b)  Evaluate the claim that if society’s role diminishes, human life becomes simple  

and full of harmony and contentment. [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The advocated retreat from society to seek wisdom and the values of inner self  
(self-realization) would remove ambition, competition and selfish desire 

• The seeming contradiction of humans as social creatures rejecting society 
• Whether striving for self-satisfaction produces conflict in society  
• The practice of wu wei (non-action) would lead to the embracing of love and 

harmony and the rejection of intolerance, hatred and violence  
• Is the above a realistic or possible assumption? 
• The assumption that with the non-assertive action of wu wei (non-action) the human 

will would diminish and as a consequence human suffering would decline  
• Te (the power or virtue of spontaneity) within Tao would allow the natural flourishing 

of humans  
• Contrasts to the claim might be that society would stagnate without competition, as 

this is often seen as a driver of societal change. 
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Zhuangzi: Zhuangzi 
 
23. (a) Explain the resolution of duality by the “True Man”. [10] 
  

This description of the “True Man” appears only in Chapter 6 of the Inner Chapters.  
The chapter sets up a duality between Heaven (what is natural and spontaneous) and 
man (what is social and premeditated), and while celebrating Heaven, its depiction of 
the “True Man” as an embodiment of a string of seeming contradictions creates as a 
model the person who is able to unify both unity and disunity themselves.  

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• What constitutes true wisdom 
• Zhuangzi’s “True Man” of antiquity 
• Relationship with Heaven 
• Zhuangzi’s treatment of plurality in the context of a “True Man” 
• Relativism expressed through duality and contradiction. 

 
(b)  To what extent does Zhuangzi’s “True Man’s embodiment of opposites” reflect  

his skepticism? [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• “True Man’s” embodiment of opposites is indicative of the theme of aligning with 
Tao, which embodies that greatest of opposites, the transformations to life and to 
death  

• This holistic identification with all the dynamic transformations of the cosmos, 
including the eternal changes that the elements of our bodies have undergone to 
reach human form and will undergo after leaving human form, seems to be the 
perspective grasped by the person who “hides the world in the world” 

• Underlying assertions of universality and objectivity that normally accompany 
knowledge-claims 

• Whether a particular perspectival view corresponds to truth, or reality 
• His epistemology is self-reflective and encompasses a deep awareness of the 

limitations of individual points of view 
• Zhuangzi’s apparent lack of concern about matters of fact. 
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24. (a) Explain Zhuangzi’s metaphor in the “butterfly story”. [10] 
  

This story tells us about the relationships between soul and body, existence and non-
existence, being and non-being, life and death, certainty and uncertainty, continuity and 
discontinuity, freedom of the will and spiritual freedom.  Answers that are grounded in 
epistemological discussions on relativism and/or skepticism can be expected.  The 
notion of “I” and “self” as an epistemic object might be discussed.  Comparison and 
contrast with Cartesian epistemology might be evident but responses should be 
weighted towards Zhuangzi. 

 
 Candidates might explore: 

• What human beings are 
• The role of skepticism as an epistemic tool for knowledge of the self and others 
• What truth is 
• The role of the senses and perspectives 
• The efficacy of dreams and their content 
• The necessity of distinctions in the world. 

 
(b)  To what extent does this metaphor engage with the identification of “self”  

or “I”? [15] 
 
 Possible discussion points include: 

• The meta-question of epistemology – the “I” or “self” as an epistemic object 
• Zhuangzi starts with doubt; he tries to solve this suspicion by affirming the distinction 

between the butterfly and Zhuang Zhou 
• Zhuangzi stresses the transformation of things 
• Zhuangzi’s use of skepticism as an instrument to reach a higher and deeper 

knowledge 
• Zhuangzi’s relativist methodology 
• Individuality and knowledge of others 
• Knowledge about the world. 
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How to use the Diploma Programme Philosophy markscheme 

The assessment markbands constitute the formal tool for marking examination scripts, and in these 
assessment markbands examiners can see the skills being assessed in the examinations.  The 
markschemes are designed to assist examiners in possible routes taken by candidates in terms of the 
content of their answers when demonstrating their skills of doing philosophy through their responses.  
The points listed are not compulsory points, and not necessarily the best possible points.  They are a 
framework to help examiners contextualize the requirements of the question, and to facilitate the 
application of marks according to the assessment markbands listed on pages 7 and 8 for the core theme 
and page 11 for the optional themes. 

It is important that examiners understand that the main idea of the course is to promote doing 
philosophy, and this involves activity and engagement throughout a two-year programme, as opposed to 
emphasizing the chance to display knowledge in a terminal set of examination papers.  Even in the 
examinations, responses should not be assessed on how much candidates know as much as how they 
are able to use their knowledge in support of an argument, using the skills referred to in the various 
assessment markbands published in the subject guide, reflecting an engagement with philosophical 
activity throughout the course.  As a tool intended to help examiners in assessing responses, the 
following points should be kept in mind when using a markscheme: 

� The Diploma Programme Philosophy course is designed to encourage the skills of doing philosophy
in the candidates.  These skills can be accessed through reading the assessment markbands in the
subject guide

� The markscheme does not intend to outline a model/correct answer
� The markscheme has an introductory paragraph which contextualizes the emphasis of the question

being asked
� The bullet points below the paragraph are suggested possible points of development that should not

be considered a prescriptive list but rather an indicative list where they might appear in the answer
� If there are names of philosophers and references to their work incorporated into the markscheme,

this should help to give context for the examiners and does not reflect a requirement that such
philosophers and references should appear in an answer: They are possible lines of development.

� Candidates can legitimately select from a wide range of ideas, arguments and concepts in service of
the question they are answering, and it is possible that candidates will use material effectively that is
not mentioned in the markscheme

� Examiners should be aware of the command terms for Philosophy as published on page 54 of the
Philosophy subject guide when assessing responses

� In Paper 1, examiners must be aware that a variety of types of answers and approaches, as well as a
freedom to choose a variety of themes, is expected.  Thus, examiners should not penalize different
styles of answers or different selections of content when candidates develop their response to the
questions.  The markscheme should not imply that a uniform response is expected

� In markschemes for the core theme questions in Paper 1 (section A) the bullet points suggest
possible routes of response to the stimulus, but it is critical for examiners to understand that the
selection of the philosophical issue raised by the stimulus, is entirely at the choice of the candidate so
it is possible for material to gain credit from the examiner even if none of the material features in the
markscheme.
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Note to examiners 

Candidates at both Higher Level and Standard Level answer one question on the core theme (Section 
A). 
Candidates at Higher Level answer two questions on the optional themes (Section B), each based on a 
different optional theme. 
Candidates at Standard Level answer one question on the optional themes (Section B). 
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Paper 1 Section A markbands 

Marks Level descriptor 

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–5 

� The response is poorly structured, or where there is a recognizable essay structure there is
minimal focus on the task.

� The philosophical issue raised by the stimulus material is implied but not explicitly
identified.  There is minimal or no explanation of how the issue relates to the stimulus
material or links to the question of what it is to be human.

� There is little relevant knowledge demonstrated, and the explanation is superficial.
Philosophical vocabulary is not used, or is consistently used inappropriately.

� The essay is descriptive and lacking in analysis.

6–10 

� There is some attempt to follow a structured approach although it is not always clear what
the answer is trying to convey.

� The philosophical issue raised by the stimulus material is implied but not explicitly
identified.  There is some limited explanation of how the issue relates to the stimulus
material or links to the question of what it is to be human.

� Knowledge is demonstrated but lacks accuracy and relevance, and there is a basic
explanation of the issue.  Philosophical vocabulary is used, sometimes appropriately.

� There is some limited analysis but the response is more descriptive than analytical.  There
is little discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  Few of the main points
are justified.

11–15 

� There is a clear attempt to structure the response, although there may be some repetition
or a lack of clarity in places.

� The philosophical issue raised by the stimulus material is explicitly identified.  There is a
basic explanation of how the issue relates to the stimulus material and to the question of
what it is to be human.

� Knowledge is mostly accurate and relevant, and there is a satisfactory explanation of the
issue.  Philosophical vocabulary is used, sometimes appropriately.

� The response contains analysis, but this analysis lacks development.  There is some
discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  Many of the main points
are justified.

16–20 

� The response is structured and generally organised, and can be easily followed.
� The philosophical issue raised by the stimulus material is explicitly identified.  There is good

justification of how the issue relates to the stimulus material and to the question of what it is
to be human.

� The response contains accurate and relevant knowledge.  There is a good explanation of
the issue.   Philosophical vocabulary is mostly used appropriately.

� The response contains critical analysis.  There is discussion and some assessment of
alternative interpretations or points of view.  Most of the main points are justified.
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21–25 

� The response is well structured, focused and effectively organised.
� The philosophical issue raised by the stimulus material is explicitly identified.  There is a

well-developed justification of how the issue relates to the stimulus material and to the
question of what it is to be human.

� The response contains relevant, accurate and detailed knowledge.   There is a
well-developed explanation of the issue.  There is appropriate use of philosophical
vocabulary throughout the response.

� The response contains well developed critical analysis.  There is discussion and
assessment of alternative interpretations or points of view.  All or nearly all of the main
points are justified.  The response argues from a consistently held position about the issue.
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Section A 

Core theme: Being human 

1. Excerpt from Emotions – the Science of Sentiment [25] 

The following paragraphs provide only a framework to help examiners in their assessment of 
responses to this question.  Examiners should be responsive to a variety of philosophical 
perspectives and approaches.  Examiners should be aware that candidates might respond to this 
passage in a variety of ways including ones not mentioned in the summary below. 

A response to this stimulus might relate to the difference between robots and humans and 
comments might be made about the fundamental differences which could be seen to centre upon 
the emotional, reflective traits of humans rather than their rational cognitive aspects.  Areas that 
might be developed could relate to a definition of what makes a machine and contrast this to the 
attributes of ever increasingly sophisticated machines beginning to challenge simple definitions of 
machines.  The whole issue of relationships with mechanical objects might be questioned in terms 
of relationships being the wrong concept as it implies mutuality and machines might not have the 
quality of mutuality.  Similarly issues of self-awareness and consciousness could be investigated.  
Issues of the other and defining objects with agency, as the other, might be developed and 
consequently concerns about human relationships and relationships with other living or inanimate 
‘things’ might be developed.  The claim in the stimulus might be questioned as to whether there is 
some correlation between intelligence and emotional development.  Similarly the idea of 
intelligence might be questioned in its application to a robot. 

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
� Emotion as a feature of humanity and conversely whether the absence of emotions is sufficient

to be excluded from humanity
� Machines/robots and rights.  Will machines acquire rights?
� Whether reasoning is the defining factor of humans and not emotion.  Some machines appear

to demonstrate reason; are they becoming human?
� Notions of self-awareness and self-development
� Differing theories of intelligence and particularly emotional intelligence
� Illustration of futuristic societies where machines dominate might be presented
� Fear of mechanisation through human development from Luddites in the early nineteenth

century to job loss in the twentieth century to future notions of robots controlling society
� Positive applications of robotics in terms of health care solutions, exploration and maintenance

of dangerous areas
� The removal of drudgery creating a flourishing of human creativity.
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2. Image: “Just what are your intentions?” [25]

The following paragraphs provide only a framework to help examiners in their assessment of
responses to this question.  Examiners should be responsive to a variety of philosophical
perspectives and approaches.  Examiners should be aware that candidates might respond to
this passage in a variety of ways including ones not mentioned in the summary below.

In response to the stimulus picture candidates might develop a discussion that focuses on issues
of relationships, gender issues, gender equality and gender roles in society and the mind-body
problem of how we might know what the other is thinking or feeling.  The male and female images
could generate an investigation of a view of women as objects and then a feminist philosophical
position.  As there seems to be a slight mirroring of behaviour and particular body positions this
might lead to exploration of body language as a way of how we might know the mind of others.
The actual title might lead to analysis of how we know people’s intentions and the consequences of
our actions.  Modern experimental philosophers might be presented to develop arguments about
intentionality and the side effects of actions.  In contrast, because the two figures are isolated,
areas of existentialist angst might be pursued and the loneliness within modern societies might
be investigated.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Gender politics
� Existentialist views of the role of women; de Beauvoir and other feminist philosophers
� Cultural variations on the gender roles in society and associated values
� Ways of knowing people’s intentions, thoughts and ideas
� The freedom to choose and act
� Theories of the mind/body
� Knowledge through interaction with others
� Theories of the other; knowledge of the other – the impossibility of making judgements
� Body language theories
� Theories of knowledge of the other, eg Wittgenstein’s Beetle in the Box
� The rising smoke could raise issues of environmental concerns or passive smoking and

responsibilities to others resulting in modified behaviour
� Isolated images raise question of human interaction in our modern society; superficiality

alongside fear and inability to communicate.
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Paper 1 Section B markbands 

Mark Level descriptor 

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–5 

� The response is poorly structured, or where there is a recognizable essay structure there is
minimal focus on the task.  The response lacks coherence and is often unclear.

� The student demonstrates little relevant knowledge of philosophical issues arising from the
optional theme.  Philosophical vocabulary is not used, or is consistently used
inappropriately.

� The essay is mostly descriptive.  There is no discussion of alternative interpretations or
points of view.  Few of the main points are justified.

6–10 

� There is some attempt to follow a structured approach although it is not always clear what
the answer is trying to convey.

� The student demonstrates knowledge of philosophical issues arising from the optional
theme, but this knowledge lacks accuracy and relevance.  Philosophical vocabulary is
used, sometimes appropriately.

� There is limited analysis but the response is more descriptive than analytical.  There is little
discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  Some of the main points are
justified.

11–15 

� There is a clear attempt to structure the response although there may be some repetition or
a lack of clarity in places.

� Knowledge of philosophical issues arising from the optional theme is mostly accurate and
relevant.  Philosophical vocabulary is used, sometimes appropriately.

� The response contains analysis, but this analysis lacks development.  There is some
discussion of alternative interpretations or points of view.  Many of the main points are
justified.

16–20 

� The response is structured and generally organised, and can be easily followed.
� The response contains accurate and relevant knowledge of philosophical issues arising

from the optional theme.  Philosophical vocabulary is mostly used appropriately. 
� The response contains critical analysis.  There is discussion and some assessment of

alternative interpretations or points of view.  Most of the main points are justified.

21–25 

� The response is well structured, focused and effectively organised.
� The response contains relevant, accurate and detailed knowledge of philosophical issues

arising from the optional theme.  There is appropriate use of philosophical vocabulary
throughout the response.

� The response contains well-developed critical analysis.  There is discussion and
assessment of alternative interpretations or points of view.  All or nearly all of the main
points are justified.  The response argues from a consistently held position about the issue.
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Section B 

Optional theme 1: Aesthetics 

3. Evaluate the claim that reality can be discovered through art. [25] 

The discussion allows a variety of approaches to be used: Plato disparages art for dealing in
illusion rather than reality: All enterprise should seek the Good and the true.  Kant argues that art
should attempt to capture, without getting involved, the sublime (is that reality?).  For Tolstoy art
should try to find and convey simple moral and religious truths.  Marx perceives that art can have
an ideological function, albeit nebulous, yet allow an expression of reality about the human
condition and inform the praxis of revolution.  Formalists extricate art from anything outside the
work itself and reject truth as an aesthetic standard.  Postmodernists discard the notion of a
universal artistic imperative.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Does art reveal reality?  What kind of truth if it does?  Consequently, is that why we value it?
� Non-representational art does not deal with attempting to capture reality
� Representational art, eg fiction, is not, in the main, concerned with proposing truths, even if it

contains some true statements.  Perhaps fiction is pleasurable entertainment enabling
understanding of reality

� Art should be concerned with intrinsic aesthetic properties – truth is extrinsic to a work of art
and therefore art should not pursue truth

� Art is a product of the imagination, concerned with constructing ideal possibilities not
recording humdrum facts

� Art should pursue reality as its function is to inform and edify
� There is no universal imperative guiding art
� Art can aim at common realities regarding the human condition
� Art can capture what is shared in varied experiences
� Imagination and truth can coexist
� That we can praise a work of art for its truth-bearing qualities does not imply we must criticise

another for not having them
� Croce’s assertion that there is no distinction between truth and falsehood although the

aesthetic experience itself is real although autonomous in nature
� The creative element of aesthetics for Dewey ensures that truth can be ‘reached’ when

reasoning includes the imaginative aspect of art
� When used as propaganda is art consciously – or subconsciously – moulding ‘reality’?
� Does censorship within aesthetics hinder the discovery of artistic truth?
� Art as a means for the social construction of reality
� Art as the means of considering the past.
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4. To what extent is art judged because it reflects the mood and/or feelings of
the artist? [25] 

Responses might make reference to Croce, Collingwood or Tolstoy as examples of theories that
regard ‘art proper’ (cf mere craft or degenerate art) as the product of summarising feeling or as
a means of communicating between artist and audience.  Candidates might consider whether
art is a ‘sincere’, ‘authentic’, or even ‘genuine’ expression of artists’ disposition towards the
world around them.  The view of the artist as emotionally sensitive: Someone who has the
capacity to convert inner feelings into a publicly accessible work of art.  The intention of artists is
relevant in shaping how we should judge their work.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� The evaluation of art should restrict itself to focusing on the artwork itself and its intrinsic

aesthetic quality, eg formalism
� Even if some works of art are best understood as expressions of feeling and emotion, this

might not have anything to do with the artist’s feelings
� The contributory origins of an art work are independent of the artistic product
� How would we go about finding out artistic intention?  Is it interesting and relevant to read

artists’ writings or memoirs about a work?
� The judgements artists make in creating an artwork involve the application of genre specific

techniques towards an evolving conception of the finished product – we can appreciate the
artist’s practical astuteness

� The intentions of the artist are often not known, but art can be appreciated nevertheless
� Some works of art can have applications to a situation that the artist might not have intended,

eg Roland Barthes’ famous postmodern thesis in talking about meaning and intention in art,
that ‘the author is dead’

� Art can have an emotionless, impersonal beauty divorced from feelings, eg Russell’s
comparison of mathematics with precisely defined sculpture

� A work could succeed in conveying emotions and feelings but fail as art; entertainment
versus art

� The role of the observer in the conveyance of feeling in art
� How do we distinguish expressions of feeling which are conveyed by art from those that are

not?
� What feelings are expressed by, eg nonsense poetry, abstract art, atonal music?
� Are form and structure merely useful devices for the focused expression of feelings or are

they important in their own right?
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Optional theme 2: Epistemology 

5. Evaluate the claim that the limit of a human’s knowledge is the content of her or
his mind. [25] 

This question offers the chance to explore different aspects of epistemology, but answers might
concentrate on the claims of empiricism, notably Berkeley, that all that one can know is one’s
perceptions.  Some answers might concentrate on the issue of solipsism which is raised
especially in extreme forms of empiricism, but is also addressed in the process Descartes
undergoes when putting the content of his thoughts to the test of universal doubt.  Kant’s use of
the distinction between the phenomenon and noumenon of an object might be used, as well as
the work of Hume which prompted Kant’s own work.  Locke also treated the limitations of
knowledge in his work.  In more recent times Russell addressed the issue of the skepticism
which arises from our realisation of the content of our thoughts, prompted by sense data which
only the individual can experience.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� The various accounts of the origins of the content of one’s mind
� The emphasis in empiricism on experience, but that experience can only be had by the

individual (see qualia as an issue in knowledge by the individual)
� The central place of perceptions in empiricism
� The emphasis on introspection and immediate awareness in rationalism
� The notion of the a priori as essential for self-understanding – see the difference between

perceptual experience and the mental state of self-belief or self-knowledge
� Berkeley’s idealism
� Hume’s treatment of the origins of knowledge through personal experience and ensuing

habits of mind
� Kant’s distinction between the object in itself and what the human mind can know about the

object
� Russell’s mitigated skepticism agreeing that there is no external validation of the content of

one’s mind
� Solipsism.
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6. Discuss and evaluate what is claimed to be knowable through the use of
reason alone. [25] 

The tradition of enquiring into knowledge gained solely through the use of reason has been
around for centuries with particular work on it done by Plato and Descartes, described as
rationalism.  In ‘hard’ cases of rationalism there is a claim that only through the use of reason
can knowledge claims be justified, the ideas caused by use of perception being relegated to the
status of belief.  Some empiricists, like Locke and Hume, speak of the work that reason does
with knowledge once ideas have been taught or gained through experience.  Such philosophers
relegate the significance of a priori knowledge but do not deny its use; Mill thought that any
knowledge was gained a posteriori.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Possible fields of knowledge claimed to come through the use of reason alone include

mathematics, eg Plato’s slave boy example demonstrating pre-taught mathematical
knowledge

� See geometry and algebra as specific mathematical examples
� Intuition and introspection
� Descartes’s “clear and distinct ideas”
� Plato’s theory of the Forms
� Leibniz and the ontological argument, and Leibniz’s ascription of all knowledge to the plan of

God
� Knowledge of necessary versus contingent truths
� Reason and certainty
� Does reason only lead to tautological truth?
� Prior conceptual schemes filtering knowledge, eg Kant, Chomsky or culturally dependent

knowledge as proposed by Sapir-Whorf
� Kant’s synthetic a priori thesis of knowledge.
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Optional theme 3: Ethics 

7. Discuss and evaluate the claim that “ethics is more a matter of knowledge and less a matter
of decision”. [25]

The question arises from J L Mackie’s claim that he wrote in his Ethics: Inventing Right and
Wrong (1977).  Mackie does not agree with this claim, which is made to criticise the objectivist
tradition and the linguistic approach.  The question invites an exploration of the basic issues
related to the foundation and nature of morals, asking whether ethics is mainly to do with
principles, laws, rules, commandments and with the expectation to know them, or it has actually
to do with decision-making processes, the involvement of conscience and responsibilities.
From different approaches, different interpretations of what good and evil are, follow: Eg a
matter of knowledge according to the Platonic-Augustinian tradition, or a matter of analysis and
evaluations according to the empirical and existentialist approaches.  Candidates might refer to
one or more approaches and related disputes, eg cognitivism and non-cognitivism, objectivism
and subjectivism, naturalism and non-naturalism, intuitionism and emotivism.  Responses might
also take into account the basic concepts of ethics, such as conscience, freedom, will, and/or
consider the nature of good/evil and right/wrong, in relation to metaphysical, empirical or
existentialist frameworks.  Reference to analytical philosophy and linguistic issues might be
helpful in order to outline possible interpretations and meanings of good and evil.  Another path
might follow the assumptions and consequences of one or more religious approaches to moral
issues.  The exploration of the possible meanings and structures of values and judgments is
another possible aspect.  Candidates might build their responses by starting from an analysis of
Utilitarianism, consequentialism, or Situation Ethics.  A possible development might consider
the role of emotions or feelings in the decision-making processes or a typical rationalist
methodology.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Nature of ethics: Do moral principles exist?  Are they universal or relative to a particular

situation or culture?
� Good/evil and right/wrong as a matter of knowledge versus decision-making processes;

linguistic issues, eg as in analytical philosophy
� Role of emotions and feelings within morals
� Meanings of values and judgments
� Absolutism versus relativism; metaphysical/religious versus empirical/existentialist approach;

cognitivism versus non-cognitivism; objectivism versus subjectivism; naturalism versus non-
naturalism; intuitionism versus emotivism; utilitarianism; consequentialism; Situation Ethics;
evolutionary ethics.
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8. “What’s the use of a fine house if you haven’t got a tolerable world to put it on?” Discuss
and evaluate this claim in relation to one of the areas of applied ethics that you
have studied. [25] 

This question enables a treatment of the ethical issues that arise in behaviours in our particular
world on this particular planet.  The responses might focus on environmental ethics, but might
also pursue problems in biomedical ethics or from the problems of the distribution of wealth and
ethical responsibilities to humanity.  The quote arises from a claim in Thoreau’s Familiar Letters
(1894).  As more recent philosophers have set the issues, eg Jonas, Leopold, Singer, there is a
new, compelling assumption that cannot be avoided any longer: Humans are not a separate
entity with respect to the planet where they live.  Both holistic approaches, such as Leopold’s
“land ethic”, and less strict models agree with an organicistic view, in which people are just a
part of the whole living planet, a kind of gear in a complex mechanism.  Responses might take
into account one or more approaches to environmental ethics, biomedical ethics or wealth
distribution issues.  Candidates might consider an analysis of anthropocentrism and its counter-
arguments or refer to theories of responsibilities, particularly applied to current or future
generations.  Ecology, animal rights, Gaia hypothesis, land and resources exploitation,
pollution, distribution of wealth, health provision in different parts of the world, biomedical
pressures caused by new technology, are some examples.  Reference to the concept of
commodity, as outlined by Emerson or Leopold, might be a further path of development.
Exploration of past theories about the relationship between humans and nature might help
understand some critics, eg Leopold’s and Passmore’s reference to the Abrahamic tradition (ie
the Old Covenant) as legacy in any anthropocentric view; or the dispute between Voltaire and
Rousseau after the disastrous earthquake in Lisbon (1755); or other perspectives such as in
non-Western traditions, eg in Taoism or animism.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Holistic/organicistic approaches, eg Emerson, Leopold, Passmore
� Gaia hypothesis, “land ethic”
� Ecology versus exploitation of natural resources
� Pollution; need for new sources of energy; change in customary behaviours, eg food,

transportation, waste
� Animal rights
� Rights of future generations; ethics of responsibility, eg Jonas
� Wealth distribution, eg Sen, Singer, Nussbaum
� Biomedical issues, eg Glover, Singer
� Anthropocentrism and its critics
� Reference to religious backgrounds
� Reference to theological views, eg pantheism, panentheism
� Examples of past philosophies of nature, eg Aristotle, Aquinas, Locke, Spinoza, Voltaire,

Rousseau, Emerson
� Relationship between humans and nature in non-Western traditions, eg Taoism, animism.
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Optional theme 4: Philosophy and contemporary society 

9. Evaluate the claim that those who choose to attack and destroy the society of which they
are a part should be denied their humans rights. [25] 

This question gives an opportunity to explore the link between the granting of human rights to
people and their actions.  This raises the issue as to whether a commitment to the values of a
society are a pre-condition for the granting of rights and whether rights are linked to duty and
responsibility within society.  It could also raise the issue as to whether a rejection of common
values might result in the denial of rights.  In contrast, a position could be taken by which rights
are universal, irrespective of actions and any lack of commitment to common values.
Exploration of Mill’s position on rights and liberty might be seen to be relevant a well as Rawls’s
position.  Rawls’s positon that basic liberties and rights might be seen as inalienable could be
challenged by an argument that requires reciprocity from individuals to society for rights and
liberties to be granted.  Mill’s ‘Harm Principle’ might be evoked as a reason to restrict liberty and
rights.  In contrast Marcuse might be used to justify an attack on society to justify the only
effective way to produce change.  What constitutes an attack on society might be explored with
the consideration that such attacks might be seen from a relativistic perspective.  The role of the
state in reacting to persons who attack society.  The degree to which the state can/should act to
restrain or punish individuals who act against society might be developed.  Reference might be
made to various forms of the social contract, eg Locke, Rousseau, Nozick and the
“free rider” problem.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� The position of ‘home grown terrorists’
� The universality of rights and liberty irrespective of actions or belief
� Degrees of attack could be balanced by degrees of restriction on rights.  Eg a verbal assault on

societal values being seen as more acceptable than a physical assault on society itself
� The social contract
� If assaults on society result in restriction on liberty how then does change take place?
� Are human right/liberties dependent upon commitment and acceptance?
� Are the granting of rights and liberty by definition unrelated to duties, obligation and

responsibilities?
� Do the conditions within a society change the type of action permitted without consequence,

such as actions in a time of civil unrest or war?
� Human rights and violence in liberalism, ie Zizek’s view.
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10. Evaluate the claim that the main enemy of women is patriarchy. [25] 

This question invites an exploration of whether patriarchy was, and continues to be, the main
factor affecting the status of women in society.  Patriarchy is seen as the social, economic and
cultural systems that stem from and help create male dominance.  Consideration might well be
given to differences between cultures and the perception of the role of women.  Religious
perspectives might be considered; some religious positions define the societal status of women.
The effect of industrial/post-industrial societies compared to agrarian societies on the woman’s
role might be explored.  The perspective as to whether it is appropriate for the rights of women
to be granted by men, rather than women being seen to be worthy of rights in themselves might
be discussed.  The idea that woman is the other and perhaps an exploration of the views of,
among others, de Beauvoir, might be developed.  Women could be seen as a separate class.
Is the gender conflict a disguised class conflict? Male dominance in some social structures can
be subtle, demonstrated through economic and material factors (pay differentials) or physical
and aggressive (sexual violence and deprivation of rights).  The separatism approach might be
contrasted with those of the postmodern feminism movement; sexual stratification of society
compared to notions of equality related to private and public domains: Women control home,
children and family well-being in strong working class societies where men remain the main
wage earner, consequentially power and influence might not result in equality.  Increasing
changes in levels and availability of education and employment might be shifting patriarchist
dominance.  The role of a woman’s self-image might be explored in line with the development of
postmodern feminism views which link domination to a woman’s self-perception, as well as the
rejection of one common notion of what a woman is and how she is defined.  A possible path
might refer to the struggles and achievements that women and feminist movements have
brought about.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Societal and cultural differences that affect the status of women
� The role of belief systems and religion in defining the role of women
� Whether economic factors and increasing numbers of ‘DINKies’ (double income no kids)

relationships changes the position of women in society
� The issue of constraints imposed by childbirth and rearing
� Is equality of rights universally understood or culturally dependent
� Feminism and postmodern feminism; achievements and struggles, eg intersectionality
� The shifting role of men in many societies.
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Optional theme 5: Philosophy of religion 

11. Evaluate the claim that the idea of a deity is innate in all human beings. [25] 

The question invites an exploration of the origins of the idea of a deity (it is not a question about
whether or not belief in a deity can be justified) and explicitly whether the idea of a deity is an
innate idea.  If the idea of a deity is innate then it is in us from birth, inseparable from us, it is
part of our nature to have this idea.  If this is the case then the idea of a deity should be found in
every human mind and the idea should find articulation in every human society.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� The socio-anthropological aspect of whether the idea of a deity is found in all societies thus

giving credence to pluralism
� Necessary truths as eternally true (Plato’s theory of Forms) in contrast to Descartes’s

argument that ‘ideas’ refer to the contents of the human mind (rather than ‘ideas’ in the mind
of God)

� Arguments for innateness, eg Descartes’s trademark argument – just as an artisan leaves
his mark on his work so God imprints the idea of him-/herself in us

� If the idea of a deity is innate, how is it possible to evaluate atheism?
� Descartes’s use of the causal adequacy principle to demonstrate that God is the source of

this idea – the cause must contain as much reality as is present in the effect
� Whether the causes of our ideas possess the same qualities as our ideas may be questioned
� Locke’s view that if a proposition is innate its component elements must also be innate – but

are we born with the idea of eternity, immutability, omniscience, omnipotence, etc.?
� Hume’s view that the idea of God is formed by “reflecting on the operations of our own mind,

and augmenting, without limit…qualities of goodness and wisdom”.  So then is experience
the source of our ideas through sensation and subsequent reflection on sensation

� Feuerbach’s claim that our idea of the divine being is an abstraction from the being of
mankind

� Marx’s socio-economic view that the idea of God is constructed in order to appease misery,
distress, hardship

� Freud’s psychological view that belief in God represents the desire for a father figure,
protection, security, etc.
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12. To what extent can claims of there being religious experiences be considered valid? [25] 

The question invites candidates to consider if claims for religious experience of whatever kind
are open to challenge.  How can such experience be verified as authentic?  Is there any reason
to take them to be any more than subjective experience, or even hallucinations?  This leaves
the field quite open for candidates to explore different areas.  Swinburne, James and others
might figure prominently.  Criticisms from Mackie to Dawkins as well as challenges from
sociology and psychology might be explored.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� The term ‘religious experience’ has different meanings.  There is an experience that in many

respects is an ordinary everyday experience, but for some may have a religious or ‘mystical’
dimension.  David Hay has pointed out that such experiences need not be given a religious
interpretation or be seen to have any religious significance

� Schleiermacher advocates the way of inner feeling, which arises from what he called the
‘sense of absolute dependence’

� Otto argues that we can experience what he calls the numinous, a sense of hidden mystery
of the holy

� Ninian Smart used the word numinous to describe the everyday devotional experiences of
believers during prayer, worship or the reading of scripture.  Whether such meditative or
prayerful experiences can qualify as recognised forms of religious experience is open to
doubt

� The leap of faith against the objective truth, eg Kierkegaard’s view
� The sense of the numinous may be available to those who are sufficiently introspective to

feel so deeply, like someone who can see patterns of beauty where others cannot
� There are the kind of experiences that are called mystical, which belonged to those who are

called mystics.  Well-documented experiences of mysticism are found in the lives of the
saints Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross in Spain, Julian of Norwich in England and
Meister Eckhart in Germany.  In Judaism, the Kabbalah movement, and in Islam, Sufism
might be mentioned

� In the absence of verifying proof to the contrary, empiricists such as Hume and Ayer
predictably argue for the most likely natural explanation of such experiences

� It is possible to locate the religious experience in, and limit it to, the subjective consciousness
of the recipient.  Russell made this point when he said that “we can make no distinction
between the man who eats little and sees heaven, and the man who drinks too much and
sees snakes” Naturalistic explanations of religion received a boost from the psychoanalytical
theories of Freud, who dismissed mysticism as evidence of regressive infantile obsessions,
resulting in desired dream-like sensations

� Jung suggested that the Apostle Paul’s vision may well have had neurotic origins, related to
his repressed guilt for opposing the new followers of Jesus.  Jung’s explanation does not
necessarily undermine the claim that the experience was a religious one

� Swinburne’s principle of credulity and testimony states that those who make such claims
have a right to be taken seriously.  If a recipient of such an experience is normally a person
who is sincere and trustworthy, the likelihood is that their testimony has strong credibility.

� William James was impressed by the great variety of religious experiences.  He thought that
the heart of religion lay in personal experiences which for the individual would be “absolutely
authoritative”, such as conversions, corporate experiences, near death experiences, or
mystical encounters

� James rejected any attempt to interpret claims as evidence of some kind of mental incapacity
(especially in respect of mystical encounters, and ruled out the idea that such experiences
were signs of a “degenerative brain”).  He saw them as noetic, transient, passive and
ineffable
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� If faith is a form of insight into reality, as Wittgenstein granted, it is not illogical to allow that
this insight might play a role in the way a person perceives that reality.  However, this view
veers towards a subjectivist account of how an ordinary experience can be mistakenly taken
for a supposed religious experience

� The problem of mounting a public argument from a private experience
� Miracles as forms of religious experience
� Verificationism, Falsificationism, cf Ayer and Flew, might be explored when applied to

religious experiences.
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Optional theme 6: Philosophy of science 

13. Evaluate the claim that the task of the logic of scientific discovery is to give an analysis of
the method of the empirical sciences. [25] 

The claim, which reflects a central concern of Popper’s ideas, gives the opportunity to explain
and evaluate the nature, aims, assumptions foundations and methodologies of science in its
broadest possible range, starting from the idea that a scientist (whether theorist or
experimenter) puts forward statements, or systems of statements, and tests them step by step.
The scientist constructs hypotheses, or systems of theories, and tests them against experience
by observation and experiment.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� What are central features of science?
� What are the methods of the empirical sciences?  And what do we call ‘empirical science’?
� The problem of induction, formulated as the question of the validity or the truth of universal

statements which are based on experience, such as the hypotheses and theoretical systems of
the empirical sciences

� Can a statement be justified?  And if so, how?  Questions of fact and questions of justification or
validity

� The meaning of scientific statements arises from the method of its verification
� The deductive testing of theories
� The problem of demarcation: Finding a criterion which would enable us to distinguish between

the empirical sciences on the one hand, and mathematics and logic as well as metaphysical
systems on the other

� Falsifiability as a criterion of demarcation
� Can scientific laws be logically reduced to elementary statements of experience?
� Scientific objectivity and subjective conviction
� The relationship between scientific observation and truth
� The distinction between realism and instrumentalism in science
� Positivist and post-positivist philosophers, eg Feyerabend
� How does science develop?  Progress of science, eg Kuhn
� Ways in which philosophy might impact physics, eg the possible link between Plato’s theory of

Forms and quantum physics
� Influences of physics in the public mind, eg social physics and the theory of the social atom.
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14. Explain and discuss the impact of modern physics on philosophical thought. [25]

The question invites an explanation and discussion of the results of the development of physical
knowledge on philosophical reflection.  It opens a wide agenda to be considered, including not only
the various specific contents of physics and cosmology, but also its influence on the understanding
of classical philosophical categories such as reality, matter, time, space and causality.

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore:
� Viewed as arising within the framework of a more general theory of substance, philosophical

treatments of matter have traditionally revolved around two issues: The nature of matter and
the problem of elements

� In the seventeenth century, the work of Descartes and Newton led to a picture of matter as
passive, inert and dead as opposed to minds and forces, both of which were conceived as
being active.  Many philosophical problems and doctrines have been formulated in terms of this
distinction

� The problem of elementary constituents and the history of chemistry; the atomic theory.  Atoms
are now understood to be composed of more fundamental particles, electrons, protons and
neutrons, the latter two consisting of still more basic particles, eg quarks

� Modern scientific studies of matter have introduced further departures from the Cartesian-
Newtonian classical conceptions which are of profound relevance to philosophical discussions.
While the concept of the indestructibility and conservation of mass is central to classical
theories of mechanics and chemistry, relativity theories recognize that mass varies with frame
of reference, and with velocity as measured in that reference-frame, and, further, that mass is
interconvertible with energy

� While Newton sharply distinguished forces from matter, in quantum mechanics forces are
conveyed by transfer of a certain type of particles (the bosons) which have mass, like classical
matter-particles

� The sharp contrasts between inert, passive permanence and dynamic activity, ultimate
constituency and change, matter and force, fail to appear in quantum-theoretical analogies of
classical matter.  The character of quantum fields as super-positions of possibilities and many
other features of the quantum world, together with the existence of dark matter, all conspire to
dictate the reformulation of many traditional problems of philosophy, such as the free will
problem, the doctrines of materialism and determinism, and the distinction between actuality
and possibility

� Einstein’s theories, which have important repercussions for philosophical views on the nature
of space and time, and their relation to issues of causality and cosmology, which are still the
subject of debate

� Inspired by Einstein’s work, physicists discovered that the Sun’s energy output comes from the
conversion of matter into energy.  One of the implications of this theory is that matter and
energy are related by the simple equation: E = mc2

� Astronomers believe that the universe began as an exceedingly dense cosmic singularity that
expanded explosively in an event called the Big Bang.  The Big Bang led to the formation of all
space-time, matter, and energy

� Heisenberg’s principle of indeterminism
� The conceptual relation between Taoism and modern physics
� The four basic forces (gravity, electromagnetism, the strong nuclear force, and the weak

nuclear force) might explain the interactions observed in the universe.
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Optional theme 7: Political philosophy 

15. Explain and discuss the reasons an individual could give for disobeying the authority and
challenging the sovereignty of the state. [25] 

The grounds on which an individual can base a decision to disobey the authority of the state is a 
matter of philosophical speculation.  Particularly relevant has been the contribution of social 
contract theories to assist thoughts of how such contracts could be broken or considered – by 
the individual – to be null and void.  The issue of what constitutes a claim of sovereignty by the 
state over individuals might be explored, as well as the conditions that could be argued for the 
rejection of that sovereignty by individuals.  Critical philosophical discussion might emphasise 
the importance of the concepts that influence consideration of what constitutes acceptable 
authority in civil society, including the kinds of reasoning that allow for questioning of  
that authority.  

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
� The social contract and how it might be established
� Consent to authority – notions of tacit or hypothetical consent
� Hume’s objection to the contract model on the basis that the individual is never asked
� Power in the state and its relation to legitimacy
� Different forms of governmental organisation and the issue of disobedience that ensue
� Locke’s view of the grounds for civil disobedience
� Hobbes’s view that aggression is the inherent state of humans tamed by the formation of the

contract founding the state
� Rousseau’s views of the citizen as law-maker and the significance of the ‘general will’
� The toleration of disagreement in the state – depending on the model of government
� Revolution and insurrection as legitimate responses by citizens to the state
� The allegiance of individuals to different authorities, eg theocracy, fascism and nationalism
� Marcuse and his view of the right to rebel
� The issue of minorities and their right to self-determination, eg the region versus the central

government, the application of shariah law in a secular and multi-cultural environment.
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16. Discuss and evaluate the view that an individual has human rights simply by virtue of being
a human. [25] 

This question invites exploration of the debate about how rights arise and on what basis they 
are claimed.  Some traditions claim that rights arise simply by virtue of being alive, other 
traditions emphasise the social context which gives rise to them due to rational agreement, 
perhaps based on the need to survive or prosper economically.  Different rights can be 
discussed including constitutional, legal or basic human rights.  There might be discussion of a 
possible hierarchy of rights being in existence.  The counter view that rights do not exist might 
be explored in response to the title.  Are rights cultural, historical constructs that apply in only 
some settings? 

In addressing these philosophical issues candidates might explore: 
� The common sense view that human life entails certain basic rights, as espoused in the

United Nations Declaration of Human Rights and the constitutions of various nation states
through the ages

� Notions of freedom and well-being as central to rights – is there a substantive difference
between (or contradiction in) the right to choose what one wants to do and the right to do
something harmful to oneself? eg Mill

� Mill and notions of personal liberty – founded on the utility principle as opposed to any
metaphysical claims

� Divine rights – given to believers by God and restricted to membership of religious groupings
� Legal rights dependent on social agreement as opposed to being innate or natural
� Universal rights and what responsibilities might arise
� The issue of conflicting rights and how they can be judged
� Pre-societal rights, eg Locke’s state of nature
� The implication of denying rights: Punishment or restrictions of individual liberty.
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Section A

Answer one question from this section.  Each question in this section is worth [25 marks].

Core theme: Being human

1. Read the following article and develop your response as indicated below.

 If emotions are vital to the survival of any half intelligent creature we should expect complex robots 
to evolve their own emotions just as the higher animals have done.  The emotions that a creature 
needs to survive depends on the creature’s lifestyle and habitat, consequently robot and human 
emotions might come to evolve in very different ways.  Fear of a battle for supremacy between 
human and machine might be misplaced as complex robots could become our friends rather than 
our enemies.

[Source: adapted from: D. Evans (2002), Emotions — the Science of Sentiment,  
Oxford University Press, pages 174–176. By permission of Oxford University Press.]

With explicit reference to the stimulus and your own knowledge, discuss a philosophical issue 
related to the question of what it means to be human.
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Turn over

2. Look at the following picture and develop your response as indicated below.

[Source: Illustration by Adam Ferner, from M. Phelan (2011), Just what are your intentions? 
The Philosophers’ Magazine, 1st Quarter 2011, Philosophy Press, p. 73.]

 With explicit reference to the stimulus and your own knowledge, discuss a philosophical issue 
related to the question of what it means to be human.
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Section B

Answer one question from this section.  Each question in this section is worth [25 marks].

Optional theme 1: Aesthetics

3. Evaluate the claim that reality can be discovered through art.

4. To what extent is art judged because it reflects the mood and/or feelings of the artist?

Optional theme 2: Epistemology

5. Evaluate the claim that the limit of a human’s knowledge is the content of her or his mind.

6. Discuss and evaluate what is claimed to be knowable through the use of reason alone.

Optional theme 3: Ethics

7. Discuss and evaluate the claim that “ethics is more a matter of knowledge and less a matter  
of decision”. 

8. “What’s the use of a fine house if you haven’t got a tolerable world to put it on?”  Discuss and 
evaluate this claim in relation to one of the areas of applied ethics that you have studied.

Optional theme 4: Philosophy and contemporary society

9. Evaluate the claim that those who choose to attack and destroy the society of which they are a part 
should be denied their human rights.

10. Evaluate the claim that the main enemy of women is patriarchy.
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Optional theme 5: Philosophy of religion

11. Evaluate the claim that the idea of a deity is innate in all human beings.

12. To what extent can claims of there being religious experiences be considered valid?

Optional theme 6: Philosophy of science

13. Evaluate the claim that the task of the logic of scientific discovery is to give an analysis of the 
method of the empirical sciences.

14. Explain and discuss the impact of modern physics on philosophical thought.

Optional theme 7: Political philosophy

15. Explain and discuss the reasons an individual could give for disobeying the authority and 
challenging the sovereignty of the state.

16. Discuss and evaluate the view that an individual has human rights simply by virtue of being a 
human.
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Answer both parts (a) and (b) of one question.  Each question is worth [25 marks].

Simone de Beauvoir: The Second Sex, Vol. 1 part 1, Vol. 2 part 1 and Vol. 2 part 4

1. (a) Explain de Beauvoir’s idea that it depends on the human being to establish “the reign 
of liberty in the midst of the world of the given”, therefore “men and women should 
unequivocally affirm their brotherhood”. [10]

(b) Evaluate de Beauvoir’s idea that it depends on the human being to establish “the reign 
of liberty in the midst of the world of the given”. [15]

2. (a) Explain de Beauvoir’s discussion of the psychoanalytical point of view. [10]

(b) Evaluate de Beauvoir’s discussion of the psychoanalytical point of view. [15]

René Descartes: Meditations

3. (a) Explain Descartes’s view of the intellect and the will. [10]

(b) Evaluate whether the intellect and the will can be sources of error. [15]

4. (a) Explain Descartes’s claim that we are driven to believe that “the star is not greater than 
the flame”. [10]

(b) Evaluate the extent to which the intellect has to distrust the senses. [15]

David Hume: Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion

5. (a) Explain Demea’s a priori argument for the necessary existence of God. [10]

(b) To what extent is Demea’s argument above weakened by subsequent objections? [15]

6. (a) Explain Philo’s suggestion that there are four circumstances of evil which  
encompass most human misery. [10]

(b) To what extent is Philo’s understanding of evil convincing? [15]
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John Stuart Mill: On Liberty

7. (a) Explain how Mill allows the flourishing of the individual. [10]

(b) Evaluate the effectiveness of Mill’s approach to the flourishing of the individual. [15]

8. (a) Explain why Mill was so opposed to social conformity. [10]

(b) Evaluate the value of social non-conformity. [15]

Friedrich Nietzsche: The Genealogy of Morals

9. (a) Explain Nietzsche’s account of guilt. [10]

(b) Evaluate Nietzsche’s account of the relationship between guilt and the origins of 
morality. [15]

10. (a) Explain how Nietzsche gives individuals greater responsibility for morality. [10]

(b) Evaluate the view that Nietzsche gives individuals greater responsibility for morality. [15]

Martha Nussbaum: Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach

11. (a) Explain how “what each person is able to do and to be” can be a measure of a nation’s 
development. [10]

(b) To what extent does a nation’s development affect the individual? [15]

12. (a) Explain what duties a government has to fulfil for a capabilities approach to be enacted 
and successful. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that without government direction a capabilities approach will not  
be achievable. [15]
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Ortega y Gasset: The Origins of Philosophy

13. (a) Explain Ortega’s idea of freedom as projection and realization of possibilities. [10]

(b) Evaluate Ortega’s idea of freedom as projection and realization of possibilities. [15]

14. (a) Explain Ortega’s view of the relation between philosophy and its history. [10]

(b) Evaluate Ortega’s account of the relation between philosophy and its history. [15]

Plato: The Republic, Books IV–IX

15. (a) Explain the relationship between universals and particulars as depicted in Plato’s world 
of Forms. [10]

(b) Evaluate why, in relation to the theory of Forms, Plato regards our senses as 
inadequate for the acquisition of knowledge. [15]

16. (a) Explain Plato’s simile of the Ship in Book VI of the Republic. [10]

(b) Evaluate Plato’s approach to democracy. [15]

Peter Singer: The Life You Can Save

17. (a) Explain how Singer rejects relativism as a response to the demand to donate to those  
in need. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim, “I don’t know where I’d set it, but I would not let many kids die so 
my kids could live”, as a response to Singer’s inclusion of who is in need. [15]

18. (a) Explain what Singer describes as the “common objections to giving” and how he meets 
those “common objections”. [10]

(b) Evaluate Singer’s second premise for his main argument, “If it is in your power 
to prevent something bad from happening, without sacrificing anything nearly as 
important, it is wrong not to do so.” [15]
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Charles Taylor: The Ethics of Authenticity

19. (a) Explain Taylor’s claim that “our identity requires recognition by others”. [10]

(b) Evaluate the relationship between authenticity and recognition. [15]

20. (a) Explain Taylor’s view of the “culture of narcissism”. [10]

(b) Evaluate the consequences of the “culture of narcissism”. [15]

Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching

21. (a) Explain the concept of the Sage in the Tao. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that in the Tao, the Sage, like nature, treats everything impartially. [15]

22. (a) Explain the theme of water in the Tao. [10]

(b) Evaluate the claim that the theme of water in the Tao is essentially a metaphor for an 
attitude toward life. [15]

Zhuangzi: Zhuangzi

23. (a) Explain Zhuangzi’s metaphor of the butcher and the knife. [10]

(b) To what extent is the achievement of a mastery not a guarantee of wisdom? [15]

24. (a) Explain Zhuangzi’s view of morality in relation to Ruist and Mohist ideas. [10]

(b) To what extent might Ruist and Mohist ideas be considered dangerous? [15]
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